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VS. 1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN md TONIA L. 1 
GREEN, husband and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 1 
SlLVERNALE SHOOK, D A N W  T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHEHNB C. 1 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
1 
Dcfendmtsl 1 AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
AFFIDAVIT W REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 1 
Chililcs A Bmw. Esq. 
P.O. Bm 1225132A Mnin St. 
Loviulston, Idaha 83501 
?08-71G9941/Z08-74G5SSG (rx) 
STATE OF rnfi-10 1 
: SS. 
Couniy of Nez Perce ) 
I, CURTIS WGGTNS, being first duly sworn on my oatll, depose and say: 
1. That tlxse statements are based upon my own personal lcnowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your' afiantis  over the age of 18 and that I illoved to thc~ewiston ' 
area in 1981. I am a pediatric dentist in Lewiston. 
3.  That your affiant has been upon or neat the disputed area gathering 
firewood extensively during the falls from 1982.10 1988 ind occasionally Wereafter. We heated 
our house solely with a wood-bmning stove for $110 aforekentioned six years with wood from the 
Weik property. 1 gathered firewood on the ridge because of its firewcrod type, quality, and safe 
availability. I am u~comfortable fellk~g trees and there were numerous blow downs on the ridge. 
4. That your affiant: a piclcup load bf firewood off a bench road near ' 
the perimeter road in November 2002. I did not drive on the perimeter road during that visit, as 
instructed by Gerald and Consuelo Weitz. 
5. That your dEant has ridden snowmobiles From 1981 through 2001 upon 
the perimeter road and onto Moscow Mountain through the blue bate. I snowimobiled for the 
first time in my life on the WeitdSchoepflin property in December 1976 but I cannot attest lo 
specific locations. 
. . 6. That your affiant has viewed the photograplls attached to Consuelo 
Weitz's tiftidavit of August 1,2005 as Zxhibit A-1 through A-71 and find that these photographs 
represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it &om 198 1 tlirough 2001. ' 
7. That the panoramic views to the south from the edge of the mature forest 
on the ridge have become obscured. In the 1980s, the parcel of land south of tho disputed fence 
was almost bmen of trees. Said fence was in good condition and distinct in the 1980s and 
clearly acted as tlie soulhem boundary of the Weitz property. 
8. That in the 1980s, the perimeter road was at least eight feet wide. I 
remember driving my 1978 two-wheel-drive f~~lll-size Ford pick~q, on the perimeter road 
t~xtiughou~ the. 1980s. In contrast to the perimeter road, the trail from the blue gate to Moscow 
Mountain was dissimilar in both forin and function. 
AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO . . 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 2 
Clbu~lcs A. Brbw11, E3q. 
P.O. Box IZESQZ4 brninin St. 
Lowkfon. Idoho 53501 
203-746-9947/208-746-55S6 ($ST> 
9. Tlmt there has never been a "turn around" on the enst end of the perimeter 
road nearthe blue gate in my memory from 1951 to 2001. 
DATER on this a?, day of August, 2005. 
E, 
SUBSCRIBER AND SWORN to before me gn tl5s a r ~ d a y  of August, 2005 
(SEAL) mission cxpires on: 
&&+ 33. 200.5 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy o f  tile foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwm 
J/ sent by facsimile, mailed by __ sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United Slates 
Post Office 
band delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 No& Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwanl, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Pollc Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
d 
on this $''hay of August, 2005. 
AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
Cl,oilcs A Bmvn. Esq 
P 0. Eon 12251314 Main Sr 
Lorvision. lddia 93501 
~ 0 8 - 7 4 6 - ~ ~ 4 7 1 ~ 0 ~ - 7 4 ~ - 5 8 ~ 6  (rs) 
3 3 1 j j o  1~~1-wo"  J~EE:PO 9002-ZZ-any 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffsfcounterdefendants. 
CASE Nj !~=61) 
2ilOS WUE 22 PH 4: Sfi 
CLERK OF DISTEICT COURT 
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and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 
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1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947nOS-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Walter Carlson, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I have lived all my life in the Viola 
area except when I was in the service. 
3. That in 1964, I worked on Fred Schoepflin's property, which is now 
owned by the Weitzes, cutting cedar poles and posts and using my horse to do some horse 
logging. The SchoepflidWeitz property is unique in that the cedar grows clear to the top of the 
ridge in the southeast corner. Although I worked throughout the entire north face of the ridge, I 
particularly remember working in the disputed area because of the perimeter road and the fence 
located south of the perimeter road. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs A-64 through A-71 most 
accurately represect the appearance of the perimeter road as I observed it in 1964. When I was 
on the disputed property, the peiheter road was even more clearly and distinctly defined than 
what is shown in said photographs. 
5. That when I was on the disputed property during the logging operation in 
1964, I accessed the ridge via the perimeter road in a 1952 Chevy pickup numerous times over 
the entire length of the perimeter road. 
6. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
7. That I was aware that Fred Schoepflin ran his dairy cattle within his 
enclosed property, which included the disputed property. I was always careful to close any gates 
through which I accessed his property. I observed concrete watering troughs for cattle placed 
next to springs on the north side of the ridge below the perimeter road. There was evidence that 
his cattle grazed on the top of the ridge and as far as the fence south of the perimeter road. I 
remember seeing Fred Schoepflin's cows when I was hauling cedar posts down the perimeter 
road and on down through Fred Schoepflin's property to the c o w  road. 
8. That from my fust observation of the disputed property in 1964, the fence 
Charles A B r o w  Esq. 
P 0 Box 12251324Main St 
Lcwiaton, Idaho 83501 
208-746Y9471208-74G588+ 
south of the perimeter road was in excelle~zt repair. I took care when felling trees not to impact 
the fence. While driving along the perimeter road, I saw the fence south of the perimeter road on 
numerous occasions. 
I DECLARE THE FOmGOING TO BE TRUE AND CO'RRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMEIUCA. 
DATED on this day of August, 2005. 
1, C'h:trles A .  Hrow~i, hcretly ccrtif) that n &tic end correct copy of'111e titrcgoirip wnh: 
. . - .. 
rnrti1t.d try rcgrtlar first class msil, 
. . 
scr~t ?y f':i:,icsimite only 
and cieposited in the tlniteci States to: 208-882-1 908 - Magyiyai. 
Post Ol'ficc 208-882-4 100 - Schwar~r 
sent hy fi~esitnile, r~~eilcd hg
regular first class rrrail, artti 
deposited it) tire ~ t ~ i i e d  Stt~tes 
Post Oilice 
///." 
.- . .- - .. 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Mngyer 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 Noi-tll Anuilz Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
serlt by Fcdcral lixprcss. 
ovcrrripht delivery 
Andrew M. Schwam, lisq. 
Schwarn Law Office 
5 14 Sonth Polk Strecl U b 
Moscow. if) 83841 

i :- 
RASE hi> C \ f a . & f D  
2805 AUE 22 PH 4: 56 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
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208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
- 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
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) AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 1225/324Mah S t  
Lewisto~ Idaho 83501 
20s-746-9947no8-746-5886 (fax) r / 3  4 
I, Allen Drew, being frrst duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your moved to Viola in 1958 and that, &om the early 1960s, I 
have hunted nearly every year upon the disputed property, frrst with permission from Fred 
Schoepflin and after 1967 with permission from Howard Schoepflin. 
3. That your affiant has viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs A-64 through A-71 most accuraiely 
represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it annually from the early 
1960s through the fall of 2003. 
4. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road 
was clearly and distinctly defined in much the same configuration as it is today. There has never 
been a "turn around" on the east end near the blue gate and the road as it appears today is 
consistent with my observations over the past 45 years. I have never observed the perimeter road 
to be so overgrown as to be impassable, though windfalls occur frequently and have always been 
removed by the Schoepflins or the Weitzes to accommodate their woodcutting and recreational 
activities. The path that is seen today leaving the Weitz property to the east onto the Bennett 
property fiom the blue gate (see attached Exhibit 1) in no way resembles the appearance of the 
perimeter road in my memory. 
5. That from 1967 onward, Howard Schoepflin did extensive work to expand 
and improve his road system into the seamless and interconnected network of roads that is 
present today. The perimeter road has been a major road in the Schoepflin road network since 
my first observation of the road in the early 1960s. 
6. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property, the fence was in 
good repair from my first observation in the early 1960s through approximately 1985 but slowly 
fell into disrepair in more recent years. I was aware that Fred Schoepflin ran his daisy cattle 
within his enclosed property which included the disputed propedy and I was always careful to 
close any gates through which I accessed his property. I observed concrete watering troughs for 
cattle placed next to springs on the north side of the ridge below the perimeter road. There was 
evidence that his cattle grazed on the top of the ridge and as far as the fence south of the primeter 
Charles A. Brow4 Bq. 




road, which was consistently maintained in good repair by Mr. Schoepflin and his family until his 
death in 1974. 
7. That when your affiant was f ~ s t  upon the perimeter road in the early 
1960s, it was a well-defied road. In the 1960s and early-1970s, the perimeter road was 
substantial enough for Merrill Hart to drive by tmcMjeep Eom the main Moscow Mountain road 
to the disputed property to maintain the radio station located beside the perimeter road. 
8. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property in the 1960s and 
early-I970s, the radio relay station located on the disputed property was operational. I could hear 
the radio relays clicking when I walked on the perimeter road next to the radio relay station. I 
also saw the power lines erected by Washington Water Power Eom the power grid to the radio 
relay station. 
DATED on this &day of August, 2005. 
Allen Drew 
P.O. Box 12251324Maln St 
Lawiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947DO8.7465886 (far 736 
AND SWORN to before me on this 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular f is t  class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - S c h w a  
- sent by facsimile, mailed by __ sent by Federal Express, 
regular f ~ s t  class mail, and- overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 Noah Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this 2 day of ~ u g u s t ,  2005. 
Charles A. Brown Esq. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
P 0 Box 12251324Maio St 
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Attorney at Law 
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ISB # 2129 
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1 Case No. CV 2004-006080 
) 
) DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles A. Browq Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Maio St. 
Lnuiston, Idaho 83501 
zo8-?4d9947no8-7465886 (fax) 739 
I, Dale Schoepflin, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was born in Moscow, Idaho and grew up on the dairy farm 
immediately to the west of my grandfather, Fred Schoepflin's dairy f m .  I have lived most of 
my life within ten miles of the disputed property except for short periods away to attend school 
and while in the service. I have visited the disputed property many times kom my earliest 
memory through 2003. 
3. That I rode motorcycles over the perimeter road many times during the 
1950s and 1960s and also rode snowmobiles there beginning in the 1970s. I have read Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit and viewed the photographs attached as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. All of the 
photos are consistent with my memories of the perimeter road. 
4. That when I was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road was 
clearly and distinctly defmed in much the same configuration as it is today. There has never been 
a "turn around" on the east end near the blue gate. I have never observed the perimeter road to 
be so overgrown as to be impassable, though windfalls occur frequently and have always been 
removed by the Schoepflins or the Weitzes to accommodate their fiewood gathering and 
recreational activities. The path that is seen today leaving the Weitz property to the east onto the 
Bennett property kom the blue gate (see attached Exhibit 1) in no way resembles the appearance 
of the perimeter road in my memory. 
5. That I was aware that my grandfather's dairy cattle were contained within 
his enclosed property and that I was always careful to close any gates that I used to access his 
property. I observed the concrete watering troughs made by my grandfather and placed next to 
springs to the north of the perimeter road. I considered the fence that ran to the south of the 
perimeter road to be the southern boundary of my grandfather's land and 1 never crossed said 
fence onto the Rogers property. 
6. That from 1967 onward, Howard Schoepflin did extensive work to expand 
and improve his road system into the seamless and interconnected network of roads that is 
present today. The perimeter road has been a major road in the Schoepflin road network since 
my eaxliest memories. 
Charles A. Biowq E8q. 
P.O. Box 1USi324 MaioSt 
Lewistoq Idaho 83501 . 
208-746-9947l7.08-746-5886 (&$) ( 4 0  
1 DECLARE TNE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORJECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PEWURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this &fday of 
P.O. Box 12251324Majn St 
LeWAoa Id& 83501 
208-746-99471208-716-5886 (fax) 74 1 
I, Charles A. Brown, i~ercby certify that a trtie and correct copy of t t~e  foregoitrg was: 
mailed by regular first ciass mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the llnited States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 205-882-4190 - Sclrwa~n 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in fl~e U~~ited States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyw Law Fin11 
201 M8b S t ~ t  
Moscow, ID 83843 
*$t 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
S c h w a  Law Office 
514 South Polk Street fC 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
tad W I T Z  & SONS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company, 
VS. 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERTNE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
1 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
Charles A. B r o w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lowisto& Ida110 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746-5886 (fax) 
I, John Goetz, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was born in Pullman, Washington in 1978 and raised on my 
family's Viola wheat farm by my father and mother and in Spokane with my mother after their 
divorce in 1986. After the divorce, I made frequent visits to Viola to see my father. I currently 
live with my father in rural Viola. 
3. That I rode snowmobiles and motorcycles throughout the Weitz property 
and on the perimeter road in the disputed property from 1992 to 2003. 1 also rode on the five 
roads that connected to the perimeter road, as well as the roads that continued north from the 
connecting roads to the Weitz's house and the late Howard Schoepflin's house on Saddle Ridge 
Road. Said roads formed a seamless, interconnected road network. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 througl~ A-71 and find that these photographs represent the 
appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed from 1992 to 2003. When I was upon the 
disputed property, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown 
in said photographs. 
5. That when I was upon the disputed property, I rode through the 
WeitdSchoepflin property and through the blue gate to the main Moscow Mountain road. The 
connecting path from the blue gate to the Moscow Mountain Road was a path and not a road, and 
not similar to the perimeter road or any of the roads in the WeitzISchoepflin road network. 
6. That I remember the snow drifts that developed on the perimeter road in 
the winter because I enjoyed jumping them on my snowmobile. The ridge was more exposed to 
wind than the rest of the WeitdSchoepflin property so snowdrifts were more prevalent on the 
perimeter road than elsewhere on the Weitz/Schoepflin road network. 
7. That I recall a fence at the edge of the tree line and the fence was about 20 
feet away &om the perimeter road to the south. I never rode on the sparsely forested property 
that was to the south of this fence nor on the Smeiana property to the west because the Weitzes 
instructed me not to. I further recall being able to view the city of Moscow from the perimeter 
P.O. Box 32251324Main St 
Lewistoq Id& 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746-5886 ( f ~ )  745 
road. 
8. That I rode snowmobiles up to four feet in width at the skis and that it was 
not a problem to pass other snowmobilers on the perimeter road. This was not the case on the 
connecting path between the blue gate and the main Moscow Mountain road. 
I DECLARF? THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Cbeiles A. B r o w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main S t  
Lewicton. Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 7 4 6 
I. Charles A. Brown, liereby certify that a true and correct copy o f  thc foregoing was: 
- 
mailed by regular first class mail, scnr by facsinlile only 
and deposited in the Unitcd States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwa11 
sent by facsitnife, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
%p_Sf hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
cln 
on this JAday of August, 2005. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwm Law Office 
5 14 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
P O  Ik,r 12251124 Mdn Sl 
Iraiutm. ldidio 8;iOI 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THJ? DISTRICT COURT OF T I B  SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WIT& husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANKN.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Lahh ) 
Chdes A Brown, Esq. 
1 









1 AFFIDAVIT IN MPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main S t  
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746.99471208-746-5886 (faw) 748 
I, Tom McKinney, being &st duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant has been upon the disputed property since the early- 
1990s and has ridden snowmobiles over all of the roads depicted in Exhibit B attached to the 
Affidavit of Consuelo J. Weitz, including the perimeter road. I have also traversed the perimeter 
road during the fall while helping the Weitzes with their amual wood gathering and rexova! 
activities, which typically takes place in October. 
3. That your affiant has viewed and read Consuelo Weitz's affidavit of 
August 1,2005 and viewed the photographs attached as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs 
A-66 through A-71 most clearly represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have 
observed it eom the early-1990s to thempat& w-4 7 T u ~  
4. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road 
was more clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown in photographs A-1 through A-65. 
There lms never been a "tun1 around" on the east end in the area of the blue gate and the road as 
it appears today is consistent with my observations since the early-1990s. I have never observed 
the perimeter road to be so overgrown as to be impassable, though windfalls occur frequently and 
have always been removed by the Schoepflins or the Weitzes to accommodate their firewood 
gathering and recreational activities. The path that is seen today leaving the Weitz property to 
the east onto the Bennett property &om the blue gate (see attached Exhibit 1) in no way 
resembles the appearance of the perimeter road in my memory. 
5. That in the winter of 1994, your affiant accompanied Consuelo Weitz on 
many of the roads depicted in Exhibit B of her affidavit, including the perimeter road, and 
assisted her with a chainsaw in removing some of the windfall that had accumulated on these 
roads. In succeeding years, we would regularly remove windfall whenever it interfered with our 
use of the roads for snowmobiling during the winter season. 
DATED on this /P day of August, 2005. 
Tom McKinney 
P.O. Box 12251324Maia St 
Lewiscoe, Idnho 83501 
208-746-9947nO8-746-588G (fau) 
7'49 
A U B S C R Z B E D  AND SWORN to before me on this day of August, 2005. 
cl!dkzLA Notary Public for Idaho 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwan 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular fnst class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Offtce 
- 6 a n d  delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this j! day of August, 2005. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow. ID 83843 
P.O. Box 1225824Main St 




Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. IiNEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





VS. 1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONLtl L. 1 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DAM& T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
) 
Defendants1 AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
P.O. Box 122513ZAMain St 
Lcwistoz, Idaho 83501 
208-~46-994~n08-~~65886 (fax) 
' t-r) JJC. 
I, Jack Freeland, being first duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant fist visited the disputed property in approximately 1996 
and has visited it regularly since that time by four-wheeler, snowmobile and when cutting and 
removing firewood. 
3. That your affiant has viewed and read Consuelo Weitz's affidavit of 
August 1, 2005 and viewed the photographs attached thereto as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. 
These photographs represent the perimeter road according to my memoty fkom 1996 through 
2004. 
4. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road 
was clearly and distinctly defmed in much the same configuration as it is today. There has never 
been a "turn around" on the east end near the blue gate. The perimeter road as it appears today is 
consistent with my observations since approximately 1996. I have never observed the perimeter 
road to be so overgrown as to be impassable, though windfalls occur frequently and have always 
been removed by the Schoepflins or the Weitzes to accommodate their firewood gathering and 
recreational activities. The path that is seen today leaving the Weitz property to the east onto the 
Bennett property &om the blue gate (See attached Exhibit 1) in no way resembles the appearance 
of the perimeter road in my memory. 
5. That in approximateIy 1998, your affiant drove a 1977 Chevrolet fuu-size 
pick-up onto the perimeter road to the area just east of the tree that is marked with the metal 
"LINE" sign and cut and removed a dead red iir for fuewood use. Consuelo Weitz gave me 
permission to remove firewood as long as it was north of the boundary fence with the Rogers and 
east of any of the "LINE" signs that were posted along each of the roads that traversed Howard 
Schoepflin's and the Weitz's property. I did not cross the old fenceline to the south onto the 
Rogers property. While I was cutting fcrewood, Howard Schoepflin came by on his three- 
wheeler. He stopped to explain the significance of the "LINE" signs to me. His manner clearly 
indicated that I needed to only cut fcrewood east of the "LINE" signs, as Consuelo Weitz had 
instructed. 
6. At other times from approximately 1996 to the present, yow affiant 
worked with the Weitzes to cut their annual supply of firewood and used their tractor, trailer and 
wood splitter on the disputed property. 
7. That on August 19,2005, your affiant visited the east ahd west ends of the 
perimeter road. The present appearance of both those areas on that day were consistent with my 
memories of the perimeter road since 1996. 
DATED on this 19th day of August, 2005. 
SUE~CRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 19th day ofAugust, 2005. 
P.O. Box 1225B24Main S t  
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746-5886 (fnx) 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - S c h w a  
, . 
sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first'class mail, and overnight delivery 




to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
C)T) 
on this &day of August, 2005. 
Andrew M. Schwa~n, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
PO. Box 1225/32AMain St 
Lewistaq Idaho 83501 ! . , 
208-746-9947n.08-746-5886 (fax) 

Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 ( fa )  
IS% # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsCfslCounterdefendiu~ts. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDARO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD B WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WElTZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and T O M  L. 
, GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SIWOK and MARY E. 
Case No. CV 2004-000080 
SILVERNALB SHOOK, DANIAL T. ) 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. ) 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANKN.A., 1 
) 
Defe~dantsl ) AFFIDAVIT EJ REFLY TO 
CounterplaintifiS. ) DEFENDANTS" PLEADINGS 
STATE OF ARIZONA ) 
: SS. 
County of 
P.Q. Rox 122I024 MnbSt. 
l*wirlM, lifnh@83SbI 
ZOX-146W47t2OB-1~6SR~~ (Vex) 
I, Norman Clark, being first duty sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
I. B a t  these statements are based upo~  my own persond knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your &ant lived in the Moscow a e a  at various times &on1 1959 to 
1973 and that I am the son-in-law of Menill Hart, who was instrumental in leasing ground from 
Fred and Lydia Schoepflin in 1963 to construct and mainlaill a radio repeater station used by 
various agencies on the disp~zed piope*.. Diring f5e tiae &at I !iv& in Moscow, I vfofleed with 
my f~ther-in-law and on several occasions accompanied and helped my Father-in-iaw when he 
visited the radio repeinter station for maintenance and repair purposes, mostly aRer stoms or 
power outages. One thne we drove up there ta check things out when a small lightening caused 
h e s t  fire was visabte. 
5. That your affiant again visited the disputed properly in 2000 while on a 
motorcycle ride and traversed the perimeter road and stoppedto view the old radio sfation as well 
as the old mining pits that exist to the east of the radio station on each side of the perimeter road. 
Said mining pits are the remains ofmihling efforts by my wife's mia&et  and gmt ,gadfather 
Evexad and John Bart. 
4. That when your &and .was an the disputed property in the 1960s and early 
1970s, the perimeter rod was clearly and distinctly defined in much the same configuration as it 
was when I revisited it in 2000. In the 196% and early f 970.9, the perimetcr road and the access 
road to Moscow Mountain were substantial enough for Merrill Hart and me to drive his old green 
Jcep truck From the; main Moscow Mountain road to the disputed properky to maintain and repair 
the radio station; In fact with chains and in four-wkel drive, we could get to the radio station 
most of the time even in the winter whea snow was heavy.. I believe that my father-in-law's 
Jeep truck was a 1954 mcdel but I cannot remember for sure. During my visit in 2000, although 
there was some windfa%, the perimeter road was stiIl at teast eight feet wide. On the east end of 
the disputed property, a blue gate had replaced rAe old barbed wire giie that Merrill Hait and I 
passed through in the 1960s and early 1970s on our way from ihe main Moscow Mountain road 
to the perimeter road. 
5. That when your affiant was on the disputed property in the 1960s and early 
PO. Box 122Sfl24 M ~ n  S t  
Lcrviston. lddio83101 
208-7d69947IN8.74CS886 (RU) 
1970s, the fence was in good repair from nly first observation in 1963 or 1964 and remained so 
as long as I visited the property. I was awae that Fred Schoepflin ran his dairy cattle within his 
enclosed property and It was always careful to close any gates through which we accessed his 
property. There was evidence tbat his cattle ranged up to the top of the ridge and across the 
perimeter road. It was very obvious that said fence delineated the boundary between the Rogers 
property md  the Schoepflin property. 
DATED on this of August, 2005. 
A 
SlJBSCRIBED AND S 
NDA I(, F M I E R  
Pa Bor 12251321 MaioSr. 
Lw'sto". Idnhu RRSOl 
208-71649JllZOSJ46gR96 (hr) 
I, Ci~arles A. Brown, hereby ceriify 'inat a'me and coriect copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, sent by kcsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- hand delivered 
to: Robeat M. Meggayar 
Magyax Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this day of August, 2005. 
Andrew M. Sehwam, Esq. 
Schulam Law Office 
514 South Folk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, LD 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIB COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. YEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 





VS. . Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SEVERNALE SHOOK, DANJAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Connterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles A. B r o w  Esq. 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St 
Lwisrnq Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Michael Barber, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I moved to Viola, Idaho in 1978 and was an immediate neighbor of 
the Schoepflins and the Weitzes. I presently live in Moscow, Idaho. I have been given 
permission to hunt on the Schoepflin~Weitz property many times since 1978. 
3. That on August 15, 2005 just afler 6:00 P.M., I was able to view both the 
east and west corners of the perimeter road without going past the no trespassing signs. I can 
attest that these road corners in no way have ever been a trail. Both corners look the sane as they 
have always been since I have visited the property. They have been about 8 to 10 feet wide. 
DATED on t h i d x  day of August, 2005. 
Michael Barber 
I DECLARE THE FORl5GOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENAJdTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER TEE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on t h i d z  day of August, 2005. 
4.- *u& 
Michael Barber 
Charla A. Brown, Esq 
P 0. Box 12251324Main St 
Lewi~ton, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Cljarle* A .  Brown, l\crcby ccrtii'y & t i t  n trr!c nt~ t l  correct copy of the &r.egoirlg was: 
--.- 
rnrtiletl by t23guIar first class ~trail, scot by facsimile only 
nrld tleposit.ctt in the Utlited States to: 208-882- 1908 - .blsgyz~' 
Post Ofnce 208-882-41 90 - Sohwarrr 
sent by Facsiirtile, nlrtiied by --.- sctlr by Fedora1 Express, 
rcgkrlar fitat cinss rntrit, arttf ovemigttt delivery 
de~fo~ited ita the? I.initoci Stales 
Pug$ Office: 
to: Robert M. it4ngyar. 
R/legpr Liirv Firm 
2Qf North Main &reel 
Mtjscuw, 113 83843 
on this Lkcfny of Aug~ist, 2005. 
iitldrcw M. Sclrwarn, Esq. 
Sci.lt-vnm LAW Office 
5 14 Sodl  Polk Strerat # 6 
Moscow, ID iZ38.lf.3 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. W I T Z  and CONSUELO 
J. WEXTZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 
















1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 1225fi24Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) l 6 4  
I, Travis Teigen, declare and say: 
I. That these statements are based upon my owl  personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I lived in Viola, Idaho from 1981 to 
1984 and' 1989 to 1995. I lived in Spokane, Washington from 1984 to 1989 and in Moscow, 
Idaho since 1995. 
3. That I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter road many 
times between 1989 and 1993. I particularly remember the perimeter road on top of the ridge 
because of the snowdrifis that often formed there. The roads that co~mected to the perimeter road 
from the north and that ran throughout the Weitz property were more sheltered and did not have 
drifts like the top of the ridge. I also remember the radio station building on the ridge. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. When I was on the ridge from 1989 through 
1993, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown in these 
photographs. 
5. That I went hunting on the Weitz property in 2003 and was surprised to 
see a "NO TRESPASSING" sign posted on a log that blocked access to the perimeter road. I had 
always been under the impression that the perimeter road was on Weitz property. At the time, I 
found the perimeter road to be in the same condition as when I had been on the property froin 
1989 through 1993. 
6 .  That I went hiking on the Weitz property in 2004 and again found the 
perimeter road to be in a condition consistent with my previous memories. 
7. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and find them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1989 through 
early 1993. 
8. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and find that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box I225/324 Main Sf. 
Lawiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
P E m Y  UNDER TIPE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this day of August, 2005. 
., 
Travis ~ e i ~ e n -  
Charles A. Brown, Esp 
P.O. Box 12251324Maio St 
Lewiston Idaho 83501 
I ,  Cl~nrles A. Brown, tlercby certitjr that a trirc rtncl correct copy of the fix-cgoing was: 
tnaiied by reguktr first class irzail, sent by facsirnilc only 
and deposited in file il~litccl States to: 208-882-1008 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4 190 - Sctlwarrl 
sent by faesbilc, tnailed by sent by h d e ~ f  Express, 
regular First class tiinif, arrd uvcrnight clelivery 
dcposit~d in the Ut~iterl S11tt12-6 
Post Ofilce 
t#----- 
.-.--- hand rfcfivcred 
to: Robeft M. Makgtar 
Magyar Law Firin 
213 1 North Main Smcr 
Moscow, IT) 83843 
Artdrew M. Scttwarn, Ex]. 
Schwrzn~ Law Office 
5 14 Sooutl, Polk Stmet # 6 




Charles A. S r o m  
Attorney at Law 
324 M u  Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewistoh ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
Charl~sAB~aw~@cabIIeone.net 
Attonzg- for P1aintiEdCouffterdefendantS. 
B OT W RIVERVIEW BT 
r- ' 
IN DISTEUCT COURT OF TEE SECOND JUDICIAL DEIWCT OF 
TtZe STATE OF 1DAH0, EN 1IN ANDOR THE COUNTY OF LATAN 
GERALD 6. mITz and CONSWELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEXTZ dZ SONS, ELC, at& 
1 
1 
Id& limited tiability ) 
C Q ~ W Y ,  1 
i 
VS. 
) ? Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A, GREEN man8 TOMIA L. 
GREEN. husband and wife. 
i 
CASTLE and CATHERBE C. 




Defendants/ 1 AFFn3AVrr XN REPLY TO 
GomerpIaintiB. 1 DEFENDanJTS' FmADXNGS 
STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 
: SS. 
County o f  & h @ k W  ) 
I, Robert John Thomas, being %st duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
08/21/2805 21: 40 1-509-54- 143 B OT W RIMRVIEW BP" 
1. Tbat fhese statements are bgsed upon my o m  pasonel knowledge 
and belief. 
2. That your &ant was bom in 1976 in ClarksPort, Wzsbhgmn and 
moved t~ Moscow, fdaba in 1984. 1 lived in Moscow until 2000. 1 rnet the Weitras in 
1989. 
3. That your affiant first went snowmobiliry off the perimeter mad 
within the disputed area in 1990 aodi cont iad  to bide &ring winters b u g b  eatiy 2000. 
Tbe perimeter road was a s i ~ c a n t I y  defied road ehat could easily a f f i ~ m & &  the 
48-inch wide ski base of the mowmobiles I rode a d  wuld evm 2663m&te mo 
snowm*ibiles riding side by side. 
4. ~ ~ y o ~ ~ ~ t ~ e m b m & e d o ~ ~ n ~ n ~ e t o p o f & e  
ridge next to the perimeter road. 
5. Thae your &ant remembers l&e aail that. came offthe perimeter 
road and led througb the blue gate to &e main Moscow Mornlain mad. 
6. ~the1(:b~1l:verbeeaa%mlkrld"o~1&~taot~~dof&e 
perimeter mad in the aea of tbe blue gate and the perimeter road as it appears today is 
consismt wi& my observatiom fhm 1990 to early 2000. 
7. That y o ~ h  affiant has seen &a he9ttacbedpbQtogra~bs hbe14 Exhibit 
I and finds them ta be atr a m w e  representation of the primetermad as I saw i t  in the 
winters of 1990 though earIy 2000. 
8. That your affiant hhas seen the atked~d phatogrsph 1abeIed Exhibit 
2 and Rnd that it does not repnsent the pedimter road as I remember it. I  eme ember the 
perimeter road as being at least eight feet wide. 
08/21/2005 21:40 1-503-54' 143 B OT W RIVERVIEW W" 
I I 
d S m S c m E D  AND SWOW tohf'ore me on this 2 day of~ugust, 
2005. 
/,*/ --- 7 n 
I, Char1e3 A. Brow hereby cat@ that a m e  and ma& copy of ,fe forqoiag was: 
- mailed by regular frtst class ma, - sent by kcsimile only 
md deposited in&* U h d  Stam to: 208-882-1 908 - 
i"fw@ 
Post OEce 208-8824190 - 
Schwstat 
- sent by fwsimile, mailed by 
Express, 
@mfM class mail, and 
deposited in the United States 
Post 8&e 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law F h  
20 1 Noah Mitl S W  
Moscow, LEI $3843 
- sent by Federal 
overnight d 6 h a y  
Andrew M- Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law WEce 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscaw, ]a) 83843 




I .  ('h;krie.s A,  Rrowci, licrclty ccrtily that :I true ant1 corrc'ct copy uf'tl~c fhregoiri&; was: 
. mailed by regulur firs! class nzttil, . sent by Sstcsimilc i ~ i d y  
and depcisitcd in the (it~itctl Stn~cs to: 2(18-883- 1908 - Magyar 
I'ost Oftice 208-882-4 190 - Schwnin 
SL'III by )).$csi~j~ite, inailed hy 
regular first cl;tss n.~niI, or~t i  
dcpositec3 irt thc llrlited Sratcs 
I'ost Oflice 
to: Robert M. Mapya!. 
Magyar 1 . a ~  Firm 
20 1 Norfir iM~in Street 
Mt)scow, Iiil 83843 
or! iiiis 2 i&ny i,i/iugcfst. 2Ooi 
Andrew M. Sch~vsr~n, lisq. 
ticftw:tt~r Law Office 
5 14 Soutl~ Polk Street I t  0 
Moscow, tD 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Anomey at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lcwiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fa) 
LSB # 2129 
CharlesABrow@wbleone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffdComtmdefendnnts. 
CLERK CjF CI:;i.fi,;~ c ~ ~ R ~ '  . 
L,q&,ij C;.3(,i1<p 
'y------..$h/o~puiv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTII OF LATAN 
GERALD E. WEIT2 and CONSUEU) 
J. WElTZ, husband and wife 
and WElTZ & SONS. LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company, 
vs. 
TODD A. GREEN and TONM L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SlLVERNALE SHOOK. DAM& T. 
CASTLE md CATHERME C. 
CASTLB, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
1 
1 Casc No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
1 AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
) DEFErnANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 
: 5s. 
1 County of Spokane 
CDsrte* A 
WU-LL-LWJ ~ 0 . d  LNL' ' I'IUKII~WCJI U131. 
1 Nikki Goetz, being tirst duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these s ts tmats  me based upon my own personal hoowiedge and 
belief. 
2. That your is over the heage of 18 and that I lived in Viola, Idaho from 
1976 to 1986. I met the Weitzes in 1978. 
3. That your affiant has been upon the perimeter road on the disputed 
propcity many times between 1978 and 1986. I also snowmobilcd at feast once over the 
perimeter road in the late 1990s. The psimetrter mad was a significmtIy defined road that could 
easily accomdats: the 48-inch base of the snowmobiles that I rode and wuld even 
accommodate two snowmobiles riding side by side. 
4. That your affiant remembers the MI that came off the perimeter mad that 
led through the blue gate and that it did not resemble either the perimeter road or any of the roads 
within the SchoepfIiieitz road network. 
5. That your affiant has seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and 
finds them to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in fire winters from 
1978 to 11986 and in the late 1990s. 
6. %at yasx affiant has sem tke attachac] photograph labeled Exhibit 2 md 
End that it does  lot represent the pwimeter mad as I remember it. This photograph looh like a 
trail to me and the perimeter mad was clearly a road. 
DATED on this day of August, 2005. 
/ 
d 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this;l%day of August, 2005. 







I .  C'harlcs A .  Hsotvn. Iicrcby certiij' that ;I tri~o and correc! copy of'thc fbscgoiiig iv:ts. 
moilcd by regular first class 81.rail, 
. 
nrlci deposited in ttlu Uniteti Statcs 
f'ost Oflice 
. . ,  
settt by IBcsir~~ife. rriailetl hy 
rcgnlnr first cl;rss rn:~il, arlti 
deposited iri thc klnited Stittes 
I'trst Oilice 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar I.aw f:irrn 
201 Narth Muin Strec! 
Moscow, i l f  83843 
-- 
sent ty facsiniilc only 
to: 108-882- I008 - i\?iigy;tr 
208-882-4 100 - Sclltvc:rn 
Andrew hi[. Schwctrr~. Esq. 
Schwnm 1.aw Office 
5 14 South Polk Slrce! # 6 
Moscotv, 11) 83843 
/ ' , o r  ,, dL ltf-!L-vg&~y- i -  @) -- -- 
2C3jAlr~ 22 P,q 4 :  56 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
3. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 






VS. ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 




DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
PO.  Box 12251324 Maio St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
784 
I, Guy Nearing, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief 
2. That I am over 18 years of age and have lived in the Viola/Moscow, Idaho 
area since 1940. 
3. That I am a retired farmer and ran a dairy farm for many years and that I 
developed the Nearing Addition. 
4. That I lmew the Schoepflins from 1940 onward and had a great 
relationship with them. They were also dairy farmers and their land was fenced. 
5. That the Rogers ran cattle on their property. Their property was isolated 
and they accessed their property through Nearing land. 
6 .  That I considered the fences between my property and the Rogers to be the 
boundary line, both before and after I developed the Nearing Addition. 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENAZ,TY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this 22nd day of August, 2005. 
Cherleles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947120&746-5886 (fan) . 
I. Charles A. Brown, hereby ceriify that a true and correct copy of thc foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class snail, sent by facsiniiie only 
--- 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-t908 - Magyar 
Post Orfice 208-882-4190 - Schwarrl 
sent by facsimile, illailed by -- -- sent by Federal Express, 
regular tkst class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United Slates 
Post Ofice 
hand delivered 
to: Ibberl M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
- 
-201-North Main Street 
Moscow, fD 83843 
clrs 
~ n d r e w  M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
5 14 South Polk Street if 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Leuviston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
ChariesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE. OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WElTZ and CONSUELO ) 
3. WEITZ, husband and wife ) 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 






1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 1 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CAWRINE C. ) 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
1 
Defendants1 1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
P.O. Box 1225i324Main S t  
Lm&ou, Idaho 83501 
208-746.9947nOS-746-5886 (fm) 78'7 
I, Josh W e r ,  declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I live in Moscow, Idaho. I lived in 
the Nearing Addition fiom 1976 until I graduated high school in 1995. I became friends with 
Rocky Weitz in 1983 when we were in the same first grade class. 
3. That before I had either a car or a driver's license, I would walk to 
Rocky's house over the Rogers property, cross the fence at the top of the ridge, and continue 
down to the Weitz house via the perimeter road and the interconnecting road system of the 
property owned by the Weitz's and by Rocky's grandfather, Howard Schoepfkm. I made this trip 
at least 30 times during the late 1980s. 
4. That when I entered the disputed property, I had to climb through the 
fence located just south of the perimeter road to get onto the Weitz property. There was never 
any doubt in my mind that said fence delineated the boundary between the Rogers property and 
the SchoepflinlWeitz property. 
5. That after 1989, I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter 
road many times and that there was no problem riding two abreast with either of these modes of 
transportation. 
6.  That when I was on the disputed property, the perimeter road was more 
clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown in Photographs A-1 to A-71 attached to 
Consuelo Weitz's affidavit of August 1,2005. 
7. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation ofthe perimeter road as I saw it during the winter. 
8. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and find that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
Charles A. Brow Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Maia SL 
Lmi5to4 Idaho 83501 
20s-7469947no8-746-5886 (fax) 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
s+ DATED on this%&day 
Charles A. B m w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St 
L&on, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947008-7465886 (fa) 
789 
I, (:l~:i~.les A.  Browrt, iicrct7y cerrif) that n (srre and C V I X C ~  copy of thc for-egi~irrg tvas: 
- -- ~nniled by reyulitr f i s t  cittss rnxil, -. sent by fi~csirrrilc ctnly 
a~td eposited in the lJ!iited States to: 208-882- 1908 - Mrtgy;yar 
f'ost Of'ricc 208-882-4 f 90 - Sehwarxx 
---- sent by fi~csitnife, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular. first class n?niS, and overnight cielivery 
oleposited iri the tirtittd States 
Post omcc 
v 
---" hand deiivcced 
&a: Robert M. Magyar. 
hi4qy.lr Law Finn 
201 North Muin Street 
M<)scow, ID 83843 
Andrew R4. Schwam, iisq. 
Schww~ Law Oftice 
5 14 Soutkr Polk Street ## 6 




Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




TODD A. GREEN and TONJA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 













DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O.Box 12251324 Main St  
Lewista~ Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947,208-746-5886 (fax) 
I, Chuck Goetz, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I have lived on the Palouse my entire 
life. My family are long time wheat farmers in the Viola area. I have known the Schoepflins all 
my life and I am familiar with the SchoepflinlWeitz property. 
3. That I rode snowmobiles and motorcycles throughout the Schoepflinl 
Weitz property and on the perimeter road in the disputed property fiom 1976 to 1999. 1 also rode 
on the five roads that connect to the perimeter road, as well as the roads that continue north fiom 
the connecting roads to the Weitz's house and the late Howard Schoepflin's house on Saddle 
Ridge Road. Said roads formed a seamless, interconnected road network. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71 and fmd that these photographs represent the 
appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it fiom 1976 to 1999. When I was upon the 
disputed property, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown 
in said photographs. 
5. That I have harvested firewood throughout the Weitz property, including 
on the ridge near the perimeter road. I used to manufacture wood stoves in my father's shop 
across fiom the late Byron Schoepflin's dairy f m .  We heated the shop with wood. 
6. That the Schoepflims were Viola dairy farmers and Fred Schoepflin 
(Howard and Byron's father) used to run his livestock in the woods up fiom his place on Saddle 
Ridge Road. My fxst recollection of being on the property was as a young child going with my 
father to help the Schoepflins retrieve their disabled caterpillar up in these woods. Howard 
Schoepflin (Consuelo's father) had a herd of cattle that grazed in these woods which included the 
disputed area after his father (Fred Schoepflin) retired. There were a couple of developed springs 
with watering troughs in the woods. 
7. That I accessed Moscow Mountain road over the perimeter road numerous 
times with the Weitzes and Dale Schoepflin. The perimeter road overlooks the City of Pullman 
to the west by the Smetanas and overlooks the City of Moscow to the south just beyond the tree 
line. We accessed the main Moscow Mountain road via the path that passes £rom the perimeter 
Charles A. Brow, Bsq 
P.O. Box 1225/324Main St  
Lewistorq Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 795 
road through the blue gate. Before the blue gate was installed, there was a wire gate across said 
path. 
8. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1976 through 
1999. 
9. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and fmd that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. The perimeter road was at least a D-4 
blade's width. 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this& day of August, 2005. n 
P.O. Box 1USi324Maio St 
Ledston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947,208-746.5886 (fax) 796 
I, Cf~artcs A .  Brown. I~ercl~y ccertiQ t l u t  a 11+i!e ailti correct copy o f  thc foregoing wns: 
- --- tnaifeti by rcg~ilnr first clt~ss rn:$il, -- scr:t by fiicsinjilc urily 
ilrlcl tieilasitetl in thc llriiteti States tn: 208-882- t 908 - Magyar 
fbost Oflice 208-882-4 190 - Scl3wam 
sent by L~csimile, nzailed by -,.- seiit by Fudcraf Express, 
regular firsst class rrrilil, and overnight dclivory 
deynsitctl in the Ilr~itecl States 
IPnst Oflice 
P--"" 
-.---. hand tlclivercd 
to: Robel? hrl. Magyar 
Magyar t a w  Firm 
201 No& Main Strect 
k4<jscow, ID 83843 
Atrdrew kt. Sctswain, Esq. 
Schwmn Law Ofliicc 
5 t 4 South Polk Stmet # 6 




20% ?I!% 22 P8 Id: 55 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PIaintitfsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI33 SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUl3LO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA. L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANKN.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles A. Bmm, Esq. 
) 








1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St  
L ~ o ~  Idaho 83501 
208-74G99471208-74G-5886 (fax) 8'0 P 
I, Jeremiah Carlson, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was born in Moscow, Idaho in 1977. I have lived in Viola, Idaho 
from early childhood until 1997. 
3. That I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter road on the 
disputed property many times between 1990 through 1997. I remember there being considerably 
less growth on the sides of the perimeter road than on the roads fiirther down the north side of the 
ridge toward the Weitz residence. 
4. That the perimeter road was a significantly defied road that could easily 
accommodate the 48-inch ski base of the snowmobiles that I rode and could even accommodate 
two snowmobiles riding side by side. 
5. That I remember the radio station on the top of the ridge next to the 
perimeter road. 
6. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1990 through 
1997. 
7. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and f i d  that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. Rather, it resembles the trail that came 
off the perimeter road leading to the blue gate and onto Moscow Mountain. The perimeter road 
extended smoothly past this trail and there was never a ' ' ~  around" in this area. 
I DECLARE THE FOF33GOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF ANLEHCA. 
DATED on thi&L day o 
P.O. Box 12251324 MainSt 
Ledston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947~7.08-746-5886 (fax) 802 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Ofice 208-882-4 190 - Schwam 
-- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
t-" 
- hand dqlivered 
to: Robert M. Magym 
Mauar Law Firm 
201 North Main Strcset 
Moscaw, YD 83843 
on this L k d a y  of Augtist, 2005. 
Andrew M. Sehwatn, Esq. 
Schwmx Law Ofice 
5 1 4 South Polk SIreet # 6 




Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 






Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL. T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 







AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
Charla A. Brom Esq. 
P.O. Box 1725i324 Maio St 
Lcwisbq Idaho 83501 
208-746-994700s-746-5886 (fax) 807 
I, Nancy FLisher, being &st duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant was born in Moscow, Idaho in 1965 and grew up on the 
farm adjacent to the west of the disputed property. 
3. That your affiant received permission &om Howard Schoepflin to ride my 
horse on his roads &om 1979 through 1986. I accessed the perimeter road through a wire gate 
between my family's property and the disputed property. 
4. That your affiant rode on the perimeter road and the network of connecting 
roads to the north of the perimeter road. I remember encountering Howard Schoepflii on his 
bulldozer maintaining his roads on several occasions and would t t  around so the machinery 
would not startle my l~orse. 
5. That your affiant was aware of the fence running the length of the 
Schoepflin/Weitz property to the south of the perimeter road. I did not cross that fence onto 
Rogers' property because I did not have permission to ride there. 
6. That your affiant has read Consuelo Weitz's aBdavit of August 1, 2005 
and viewed the pictures attached thereto as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs A-64 
through A-71 most accurately represent the appearance of the road as I saw it fiom 1979 to 1986. 
7. That when your affiant was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road 
was more clearly and distinctly defined than what is shown in photographs A-1 through A-63. 
8. That the perimeter road was part of a seemless, interconnecting network of 
roads developed by Howard Schoepflin. I enjoyed riding on this network of roads. I particularly 
remember the little building at the top of the ridge and the old picturesque snag that was close to 
it on the north side of the perimeter road as well as the pond that was located in the valley to the 
northeast of the ridge. I often rode past the Weitz's home and/or past Howard Schoepflin's home 
because the mad network connected to the perimeter road extended to those p o  a. Z u a ~ a  ( 1 9
rode +o a b r ~ 5 t  on horse3 w;+h a +r;ep3. $3 
DATED on this ___ day of August, 2005. 




SCRIBED Q +/ ;:,,.*s, ;~?\ 
-.- ?,-.-.
i i E~Q""" ..r. ?,. , , 
" ",\ : 9 ' p*":: . I , /  
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AND /? day of August, SWORN to before me on this - 
~ o t s ~ u b l i c  for Idaho 
My commi sio e p .es on: d,37a B 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular f ~ s t  class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular furst class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
' Post Office 
J hand delivered 
-
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
a;! day of August, 2005. on this ___
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
' P.O. Box 1225024Main St 
Lewison, Idaho 83501 
208-796-9947aO8-146.5886 (fax) 8 0 9 
I, Mary Smetana, being frrst duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant is over 18 years old. I moved to Viola in 1959 and 
purchased land that borders western boundary of the disputed property in 1967. 
3.  That your affiant remembers when the radio station was built on the 
disputed property in the 1960s and when the power line was installed to serve the radio station 
that the City of Moscow sub-leased from Merrill Hart. In fact, a verbal agreement was made by 
me and my husband John Smetana, with the Moscow Police Department and the Latah County 
Sheriffs Department that should any repairs or maintenance to the power line be required, they 
could have free access through our property to the disputed property. 
4. That from 1980 through 1982, my husband John Smetana and I leased 
from Inez Rogers the property she owned, which bordered the Schoepflin's property to the North 
and our property to the East. Since we did not run cattle on the leased land, we did not walk the 
fences of the entire perimeter of the Rogers property. With Ws. Rogers' permission, we 
gathered some firewood kom her property for our personal use. During the firewood gathering, 
we were aware of the fence line between the Schoepflin property and the Rogers property and 
respected that as the boundary of the land that we had leased. At the time, the fence between the 
Rogers property and the Schoepflin property was i11 excellent repair. 
DATED on this =%ay of August, 2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND 
,\""'I/~ &* PAM Q %+ * .."".. ..P 4, 
**+..** ..O+ ../p% 
...w$ s :  
- 
- .  b @ A : :  r m .  (SEAL)z-ri % @%. j 3 %3*. @L /c .:*$ +".. * 0s .... . . .." .' .* 
,$$ . .($ IDA,',,, %fi/,,lIj1iui;i 
A tJ SWORN to bef re me on this day of August, 
Notary %Public for I 
My c o d s s i o n  expires on: 
;7 -/Y- 0 5 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St 
Le&o& Idaho 83501 
208;146-9947n08-74fi-5886 8 f 1 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certiQ that a true and correct copy of the faregoing was: 
- mailed by reguiar first class mail, - sent by facsimile only , 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schweun 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular Errst class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in tile Unitad States 
Post Offlee 
to: Robert M, Magyar 
Magyar Law F h l  
201 no& Main street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
9f-l 
Andrew M. Sclrwam, Esq. 
Schwain Law Office 
514 Sou& Po% Sbwt # 6 
Moscow, XD 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CbarlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WrEITZ a d  CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANW; T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants/ 
Counterplaintiffs. 
AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewism~,Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947BO8-746-5886 (fa) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County ofLatah ) 
I, Jefferson James Schoepflin, being fvst duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief.. 
2. That I was born in Moscow, Idaho in 1964 and lived in PulIman, 
Washington fi.01~ 1964 to 1966 and again from 1976 to 1989. Howard Schoepflin, the previous 
owner of the property in dispute, was my grandfather. 
3. That I have been upon the property in dispute many times between 1976 
and 1989. In approximately 1982, 1 drove my 1972 two-wheel-drive Datsun pick-up over the 
entire length of the perimeter road. I also walked upon the perimeter road and rode my 
grandfather's three-wheeler over the entire road on many occasions. 
4. That I have viewed and read Consuelo Weitz's affidavit and viewed the 
pictures attached thereto as Exhibit A-l through A-71 and that the photographs labeled A-66 
through A-71 provide the most true and accurate pictures of the condition of the road during my 
visits there throughout the 1980's. Photographs A-1 through A-65 are much more overgrown 
with grass and are not as wide as the road was in the 1980's when my grandfather had done 
extensive maintenance work on his entire road system. 
5. That when your affiant was upon the property in question during the 
198OYs, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defined than what is shown in the 
pictures referenced above. 
6. That when your affiant was upon the property in question, the fence was in 
good repair and extended the entire length of the southern boundary of my grandfather's property 
and that the said fence defmed that property boundary and I did not go beyond that fence onto 
property that did not belong to my grandfather. 
7. That when your & k t  was upon the property in question, the inner 
connecting roads from the plaintiffs' (Weitz) property leading up to the perimeter road were open 
and that I explored the entire road system that existed upon my grandfather's and the Weitz's 
P.O. Box 1225/324 MainSt 
Lewist09 Idabo 83501 
208.746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
property on many occasions. 
8. That my last visit to this area was on August 18, 2005 when T viewed the 
west and east ends of the perimeter road. The west end of the perimeter road was much less 
overgrown and more clearly and distinctly defined in the 1980's. The east end of the perimeter 
road is a true and accurate representation of how the entire perimeter road looked during my 
many visits in the 1980's. 
b 
DATED on this jB day of August, 2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this &day of August, 2005. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My c o ~ ~ s s i o i r  expires oii: 
Q) 23707 
Charles A. BrowqEsq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewbtq Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fm) 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was,: 
- inailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - S c h w a  
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular fist class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
L-" 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North MBin Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this L k d a y  of August, 2005. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main S t  
Lmhio& Idaho 83501 
zos-746-9~47n08-746ss86 (f~n) 
816.  
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (h) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WITZ,  husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TOMA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and W Y  E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and C.ATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 1 
Charles A. Brown, bq 









1 AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
) DEFENDANTSTLEADINGS 
P 0. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 817 
I, Dustin Weitz, being first duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
I. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant was born in Pullman, Washington in 1978 and lived at 
1224 Saddle Ridge Road in Viola, Idaho from 1978 to 1996 and again for a few months in 2001b\n 
I went on a foreign exchange from August 1994 to July 1995. Although I went to school in 
California from August 1996 to June 2001, I spent considerable portions of time at home during 
summer and winter breaks. to my current residence at 1 131 Four Mile Road in 
Viola, Idaho. 
3. That your affiant has viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-l through A-71. Photographs A-1 through 
A-71 represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it from the 1980s through 
early April 2005, although there is more tall grass than usual because of the perimeter road's lack 
of use this summer. 
4. That your affiant has seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and 
finds them to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I remember it during the 
winters from the 1980s through 2004. 
5. That your affiant has seen the attached pl~otograph labeled Exhibit 2 and 
find that it does not represent the perimeter road as I reinember it. I remember the perimeter road 
as being at least eight feet wide. 
6. That there has never been a "turn around" ou. the east end of the perimeter 
road near the blue gate and the perimeter road as it appears today is consistent with my 
observations from the 1980s through early April 2005. 
7. That your affiant remembers riding with my grandfather Howard 
Schoepflin on his bulldozer on the west end of the perimeter road and down one of the bench 
roads that connects to the perimeter road in the 1980s. This stuck in my memory because my 
grandfather's bulldozer had a cab (my father's bulldozer only had an open-air roll bar) and my 
grandfather had me sit on his left-hand side to avoid hitting the blade controls with my feet. I 
also remember the radio station building at the top of the ridge, which we called the Coyote 
Cl>arles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St 
House. 
8. That your affiant played in the woods on the SchoepflidWeitz property 
with my friends and my brother and that we walked around the perimeter road many times in the 
mid-1980s to late-1980s. I remember playing with my brother in the mining pits on the top of 
the ridge. 
9. That from the mid-1980s until early April 2005, your affiant hiked on the 
perimeter road by myself, with our dogs, and with friends and family. I often hiked around the 
disputed property up to the fence lines with the Rogers property and the Smetana property. I 
always enjoyed the panoramic views to the south and the west from the ridge. Over the last 10 to 
15 years, the views from the ridge to the south have become obscured as the trees on the Rogers 
property have regrown after the logging that took place on the Rogers property in the 1980s. 
10. That your affiant remembers the fence line with the Rogers property since 
the 1980s. I was always instructed by my grandfather and my parents that said fence was the 
boundary line between the Schoepflin/Weitz properly and the Rogers property. 
11. That froin the mid-1980s onward, your affiant rode motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, and four-wheelers on the SchoepflidWeitz road network, including the perimeter 
road and the connecting bench roads, by myself and with friends and family. My brother and I 
rode motorcycfes on the perimeter road very frequently after we got our own motorcycles in 
1987. 
12. That your affiant remembers the snowdrifts that developed on the 
perimeter road in the winter. My brother and I, and our friends, used to jump those snowdrifts on 
our snowmobiles. I remember jumping snowdrifts on the perimeter road as well as the "loop 
road" that connects to the westernmost bench road. The "loop road" was part of the original 
perimeter road. The ridge was more exposed lo wind than the rest of the WeitzISchoepflin 
property so snowdrifts were more prevalent on the perimeter road and the said loop road than 
elsewhere on the WeitzJSchoepflin road network. 
13. That two concrete watering troughs next to developed springs are located 
down the hill to the north of the disputed property. Attached as Exhibit 3 are pictures ofthe two 
concrete watering troughs. 
14. That my grandfather Howard Schoepflin made the "LINE signs and 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Zewisto~ Idaho 83501 
208.746-9947008-746-5886 (fax) 81 9 
placed them for the purpose of showing the division between his property and the property my 
parents acquired from him in 1977. These signs were placed on the perimeter road and the bench 
roads to the north of the perimeter road, and were intended to help us observe said division when 
cutting firewood. To my knowledge, the "LINE" sign on the disputed land has never been 
moved. The other "LINE" signs were removed so they would not be damaged during the 2004 
logging operation on our undisputed property. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a picture of the other 
"LINE signs. 
15. That there is a strong contrast in forest management practices between the 
Rogers property and the SchoepflinIWeitz property. The disputed fence delineates the contrast. 
In the 1980s, the Rogers land was cut in a maximum extraction manner. 011 the other hand, there 
is no contrast in forest management practices between the disputed property and undisputed 
SchoepflinlWeitz property north of the surveyed line. 
16. That since the mid-1980s, your affiant has harvested firewood on the 
disputed property with my parents, my brother, my cousins Ed and Joe Weitz, and various family 
friends. In particular, I remember harvesting firewood on the top of the ridge between the yellow 
barrel and the "LINE" sign in the late 1980s. After I went to college in 1996, I participated less 
frequently in the Weitz firewood harvesting effort until I returned in 2001. 
17. That my grandfather was never lu~own to deny permission to anyone who 
asked to hunt deer on his property. He had a huge vegetable garden and had no problem with 
hunters helping to lower the deer population on his property. 
18. That nobody ever protested or questioned any of my activities or my 
family's activities on the disputed property. I was surprised when my parents told me about 
Todd Green's reaction to my father's blading in fall of 2002. 
DATED on this &Aday of August, 2005. 
Ctiailes A. Brown. Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewislan, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before m e  on t h i s 2 2  day of August, 2005. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewistaq Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947008-746-5886 (fax) 
821 
I ,  C'harles A.  Brown, hereby certiljr that a true and FOTCL\C~ copy o f  tlie fnregoiixg was: 
-- mailed by rcgutar first class mail, -- sent by fi~csimitc only 
arid deposited in !he United States to: 208-882-1 908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4 190 - Schcvan? 
- setit by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivcry 
dcpositeri in tbe United States 
Post Oflice 
L-- 
-- - hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Msgyar 
Magyar Law Finn 
201 North Main Stre~t 
Moscow, ID 53843 
on this Jaday oFAupust, 2005. 
Andrew M. Schwnrn, Esq. 
Schwam Law BfEct. 
5 14 Soutfi Polk Street 11 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
822 
il.I> Bar; 1223AZ6 hfmn St 






Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 





Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife ) 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an ) 





VS. ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TOMA L. 1 
GREEN, husband and wife, ) 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 1 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 1 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANKN.A., 1 
) 
Defendants1 AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewistan, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fa*) 
I, Rockford Weitz, being first duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your affiant was born in Pullman, Washington in 1977 and lived at 
1224 Saddle Ridge Road in Viola, id ah^ from 1977 to 1995 and again from 2003 to 2004. I went 
on a foreign exchange from August 1993 to July 1994. Although I went to school back East 
from August 1995 to June 2003, I spent considerable portioils of time at home during summer 
and winter breaks, except during the summer of 1997. In 2004,I moved to my current residence 
at 1 13 1 Four Mile Road in Viola, Idaho. 
3. That your affiant has viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs A-1 through 
A-71 represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it &om the 1980s through 
early April 2005, although there is more tall grass than usual because of the perimeter road's lack 
of use this summer. 
4. That your affiant has seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit I and 
finds them to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I remember it during the 
winters fiom the 1980s through 2004. 
5. That your affiant has seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and 
find that it does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road 
as being at least eight feet wide. 
6.  That there has never been a "turn around" on the east end of the perimeter 
road near the blue gate and the perimeter road as it appears today is coilsistent with my 
observations fiom the 1980s through early April 2005. 
7. That your affiant's earliest memory of the disputed area is walking on the 
perimeter road with my parents sometime in the early 1980s. I distinctly remember the radio 
station building because we called it the Coyote I-iouse. I also remember my mom pointing out 
the old snag tree next to the radio station building. 
8. That your affiant played in the woods on the SchoepflinIWeitz property 
with my friends and my brother and that we walked around the perimeter road many times in the 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 829 
mid-1980s to late-1980s. I remember playing with my brother in the mining pits on the top of 
the ridge. 
9. That from the mid-1980s until early April 2005, your affiant hiked and 
jogged numerous times on the perimeter road by myself, with our dogs, and with friends and 
fanily. I often hiked around the disputed property up to the fence lines with the Rogers property 
and the Smetana property. I always enjoyed the panoramic views to the south and the west from 
the ridge. I also remember a group of loggers taking a break on the Rogers property near the 
yellow barrel sometime in the 1980s. Over the last 10 to 15 years, the views from the ridge to the 
south have become obscured as the trees on the Rogers property have regrown after the logging 
that took place on the Rogers property in the 1980s. 
10. That your affiant remembers the fence line with the Rogers property since 
the 1980s. I was always instructed by my grandfather and my parents that said fence was the 
boundary line between the SchoepflidWeitz property and the Rogers property. 
11. That hom the mid-1980s onward, your affiant rode motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, and four-wheelers on the SchoepflinIWeitz road network, including the perimeter 
road and the connecting bench roads, by myself and with friends and family. My brother and I 
rode motorcycles on the perimeter road very frequently after we got our own motorcycles in 
1987. 
12. That your affiant remembers the snowdrifts that developed on the 
perimeter road in the winter. My brother and I, and our friends, used to jump those snowdrifts on 
our snowmobiles. I remember jumping snowdrifts on the perimeter road as well as the "loop 
road" that connects to the westernmost bench road. The "loop road" was part of the original 
perimeter road. The ridge was more exposed to wind than the rest of the Weitz/Schoepflin 
property so snowdrifts were more prevalent on the perimeter road and the said loop road than 
elsewhere on the WeitzISchoepflin road network. 
13. That two concrete watering troughs next to developed springs are located 
down the hill to the north of the disputed property. Attached as Exhibit 3 are pictures of the two 
concrete watering troughs. 
14. That my grandfather Howard Schoepflin made the "LINE" signs and 
placed them for the purpose of showing the division between his property and the property my 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-146-5886 (fax) 830 
parents acquired from him in 1977. These signs were placed on the perimeter road and the bench 
roads to the north of the perimeter road, and were intended to help us observe said division when 
cutting firewood. To my knowledge, the "LINE" sign on the disputed land has never been 
moved. The other "LLNE" signs were removed so they would not be damaged during the 2004 
logging operation on our undisputed property. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a picture of the other 
"LINE" signs. 
15. That there is a strong contvast in forest management practices between the 
Rogers property and the SchoepflidWeitz property. The disputed fence delineates the contrast. 
In the 1980s, the Rogers land was cut in a maximum extraction manner. On the other hand, there 
is no contrast in forest management practices between the disputed property and undisputed 
SchoepflinIWeitz property north of the surveyed line. 
16. That since the mid-1980s, your affiant has harvested firewood on the 
disputed property with my parents, my brother, my cousins Ed and Joe Weitz, and various family 
friends. In particular, I remember harvesting firewood on the top of the ridge between the yellow 
barrel and the "LINE" sign in the late 1980s. After I went to college in 1995, I was fortunate to 
participate less frequently in the Weitz firewood harvesting effort. 
17. That after your affiant went to college, I continued to hike on the perimeter 
road and the disputed property when I was home for summer and winter breaks. I remember 
encountering Willie Kardong on the west end of the perimeter road in the winter in the late 
1990s. We chatted for a while and I told her that she was welcome to walk on our property. 
18. That my grandfather was never known to deny permission to anyone who 
asked to hunt deer on his property. He had a huge vegetable garden and had no problem with 
hunters helping to lower the deer population on his property. 
19. That nobody ever protested or questioned any of my activities or my 
family's activities on the disputed property. I was surprised when my parents told me about 
Todd Green's reaction to my father's blading in fall of2002. 
DATED on this day of August, 2005. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lwiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947D08-7465886 (fax) 831 
SUBSCRBED AND SWORN to before me on this &day of August, 2005. 
nC- d. LQ6k-2.- 
Notary Public for Idaho 
(SEAL) My commission expires on: 
Charles A. Brawn, Bq. 
P O  Box 112251324 Msin St. 
Lcwinton, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947008-746-5886 (fax) 8 3 2  
% I ,  C1Rarles A. Rrown, 11erel;y certify that :I tnlc :mci correct copy of tlie foregoing was: 
--- mctileti by rcy~ilar first class ninil, ---.. sent by licsimilc only 
R I I ~  deposited in tile United States ro: 208-882- 1008 - Mllgyar 
I'ost Ol'fice 208-882-4 100 - Schwa~n 
-- sent by hcsimile, ~nailed by sent by Fedcral Express, 
regular first class rriuil, and ovcrniglit delivery 
deposited irl tile Utiited States 
Post Otllce 
G" Iiand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar 1,nw Finn 
20 I nor ti^ Mait) Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on ill is J.kdiiy ofAupast.2005. 
Andrew M. Schwnin, Esq. 
Scflw8111 k.:lw Offkc 
5 14 South Polk Street # 6 






Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 ( f a )  
ISB # 2129 
CharIesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. ) 
GREEN, husband and wife, ) 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. ) 
CASTLE and CATHERILE C. ) 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANKN.A., 1 
1 
Defendants1 ) AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 
CharlesA Bmwn, Esq 
PO. Box 1225/324 Maio St. 
Lawistot+ Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-146.5886 (fa) 8 3.9 
I, Gerald E. Weitz, being first duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That I am one of the plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter. These 
statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and belief. 
2. That your affiant married Consuelo Schoepflin on August 7, 1969 at 
Consuelo's grandfather's dairy farm on Saddle Ridge Road in Viola, Idaho. I have been upon the 
disputed property numerous times from 1969 through April 15,2005. 
3. That your affiant has viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. Photographs A-1 through 
A-71 represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it from 1969 through 
April 15, 2005, although there is more tall grass than usual because of the perimeter road's lack 
of use this summer. 
4. That your affiant has seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and 
finds them to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I remember it during the 
winter. 
5. That your affiant has seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and 
find that it does not represent the perimeter road as 1 remember it. The perimeter road is an old 
road at least eight feet in width. 
6. That there has never been a "turn around" on the east end of the perimeter 
road near the blue gate and the perimeter road as it appears today is consistent with my 
observations from 1969 through April 15,2005. 
7. That your aKiant observed livestock being run by the Schoepflins in 1969 
through 1972 on the disputed property. A three-strand barbed wire fence enclosed the Schoepflin 
property. Two concrete watering troughs next to developed springs are located north of the 
disputed property. Attached as Exhibit 3 are pictures of the two concrete watering troughs. 
8. That the blue gate replaced the old barbed wire gate that Merrill Hart and 
Norman Clark passed through on their way from the main Moscow Mountain road to the 
perimeter road to service the radio station. When going to Moscow Mountain, I was always 
careful to close the wire gate after passage as to keep the Schoepflin livestock enclosed. 
9. That the ridge was one of my favorite places on the Schoepflin property 
P.O. Box 12251324 M& St, 
because of the panoramic views to the south and west. From 1969 to 1974, Consuelo and I rode 
together numerous times on my father-in-law's Honda 90 on the perimeter road. We would often 
stop at the top of the ridge and enjoy the view. We never crossed the fence to tbc south of the 
perimeter road because it constituted the southern boundary of the Schoepflin property. 
10. That from 1974 to April 15, 2005, your affiant rode motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, and four wheelers many times on the perimeter road and the connecting bench 
roads, as well as rest of the Schoepflin/Weitz road network. The perimeter road is connected to 
the other roads on the SchoepflidWeitz property, forming a seamless system that funnels down 
to the Weitz residence and my father-in-law's former residence. 
11. That sometime in the 1980s, my father-in-law drove me on the perimeter 
road in his 1972 two-wheel-drive Audi. He had just completed re-working the Schoepflin/Weitz 
road network and straightened the old perimeter road leaving the "loop road," which I have been 
accused of creating in 2002. 
12. From the early 1970s to 2002, your &ant drove large vehicles on the 
perimeter road, including a 1976 four-wheel-drive Chevy hll-size pickup, a 1989 four-wheel- 
drive Chevy full-size pickup, an International TD9 bulldozer, and a John Deere tractor. I also 
drove the bulldozer and the tractor on the connecting bench roads while collecting frewood. 
13. That my father-in-law made the "LEV!? signs in 1982 and placed them for 
the purpose of showing the division between his land and the land we acquired fiom 1Gm in 1977. 
These signs were placed on the perimeter road and the bench roads to the north of the perimeter 
road, and were intended to help us observe said division when cutting firewood. 
14. That to my knowledge, the "LINE" sign on the disputed land has never 
been moved since it was placed in 1982. The other "LINE" signs were removed so they would 
not be damaged during the 2004 logging operation on our undisputed property. Attached as 
Exhibit 4 is a picture of the other "LINE signs. 
15. That on a continuing basis since 1976, your affiant has harvested firewood 
on the disputed property. The ridge on our side of the disputed fence is a mature forest with an 
abundance of dying fir. 
16. That your affiant has never been approached by the Rogers about these 
aforemeiztioned activities. In the 1980s, I observed the logging of their ground and not once did 
Charles A. Brow, Hsq. 
P.O. Box 1225L324 Main St. 
Lewisto~ Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746-5886 (fan) 846  
they harvest across the fence. I observed that their loggers harvested trees on the fence line in an 
equitable manner, indicating to me that the fence was respected as the property line. 
17. That there is a strong contrast in forest management practices between the 
Rogers property and the ScIioepflidWeitz property. The disputed fence delineates the contrast. 
In the 1980s, the Rogers land was cut in a maximum extraction manner. On the other hand, there 
is no contrast in forest management practices between the disputed property and undisputed 
~ch0 ' e~ f l id~e i t . z  property north of the surveyed line. 
18. That during the 1990s, your affiant became quite concerned about 
increasing incursions of motorcyclists from Moscow Mountain onto our property. As early as 
1988, I started placing "NO TRESPASSING" signs near the current location of the blue gate 
facing east toward the main Moscow Mountain road. Regardless, at one point in the spring of 
1994, our pond's walls sustained extensive damage from motorcycIists. 
19. That in 1994, your affiant hired my nephews Ed and Joe Weitz to erect the 
blue gate and the hog wire fence to deter motorcyclists from entering the Schoepflin/Weitz road 
network to "go mudding" in the spring. The hog wire fence extends approximately 115 feet 
south of the blue gate and approximately 90 feet south of the survey monument placed by Ron 
Monson in 2002. Ln 1994, I also bladed the perimeter road with my bulldozer. At the time, 
nobody questioned the incursion of the hog wire fence into the disputed property or the blading 
ofthe perimeter road. 
20. That your affiant bladed the perimeter road in the fall of 2002, which 
precipitated our dispute with Todd Green. This was the first time I became aware that somebody 
thought they had a claim to the SchoepflinIWeitz property on the ridge. I asked my father-in-law 
Howard Schoepflin about the location of the property line. He stated emphatically that "the 
fence is the boundary line." This was consistent with what he had told me over the years. 
21. That my father-in-law was never known to deny permission to anyone who 
asked to hunt deer on his property. He had a huge vegetable garden and had no problem with 
hunters helping to lower the deer population on his property. 
22. That my father-in-law's blading impact oil the SchoepflidWeitz road 
system, including the perimeter road, was significantly greater than my blading impact. He had a 
heavier, newer, more powerful bulldozer. My bulldozer blade is also narrower in width than my 
Charles A. Brown, Erq. 
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father-in-law's bulldozer's blade. This is one reason why, after the 2002 blading, the old healed 
scars on the trees that marginate the perimeter road have not been disturbed. Said scars 
demonstrate that the perimeter road was a road, not a trail, prior to the fall of 2002. 
23. That my father-in-law retired in 1980. After retiring, my father-in-law 
used his spare time to completely rework the SchoepflidWeitz road system, including the 
perimeter road and the connecting bench roads. This coincided with the Rogers logging of their 
property on the other side of the fence in the 1980s. If the Rogers had considered the ridge to be 
their property, they certainly had every opportunity to observe the roadwork being done and to 
protest any of my father-in-law's activities. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this =day of August, 2005. 
2 &P-, 
Notary Public for Idaho 
'- 
(SEAL) My commission expires on: 
ChaiIcs A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. BOX 12251324 Mainst. 
Lcwirton, Idaho 83501 
205-746-9947120S-706-5886 (h~) 843 
% I ,  Charles A. Hrowii, Iierel~y certify tl~at :I tnic arid correct copy of tlio I'orcyoing was: 
-- initiled by rcgulnr first class mail, -- sent by fitcsimile only 
atid deposited in tlie U~~itetf States to: 208-882- 1908 - Magyar 
I'ost Ollice 208-882-4 190 - Scl~wan~ 
scnt by ihcsin~ile, mailed by sent by i~cdcrai I:,xpress, 
regular first class mail, artd overnight delivery 
deposited in tile United States 
Post Oflice 
Cr" ilarld delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar 1,aw Finn 
201 Nofill Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on ibis &!,day of August. 2005. 
Andrew M. Scl~wnm, Esq. 
Schwaln Law Oflicc 
5 14 South Polk Street tl 6 






Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrowi@cableone.net 
Attorneys for PlaintiffslCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 






TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SEVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 










) PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO FIRST 
1 INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
) 
1 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO FIRST 
INTERROGATORIES ANL) 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 1 
Charles A. Brow, Bsq. 
P.O. Box 12251324MainS~ 
Lcwiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and hereby responds to the defendants' First Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production, dated July 26,2005, as follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 : Identify each document and its author referred to and 
referenced by Gerald E. Weitz in his testimony at the hearing on Defendants' Application for 
Preliminiary Injunction, wherein he stated at lines 15 and 16 on page 244 of the Transcript: " A. I 
could certainly look in -- to get it accurately next time I could certainly look ill his diaries ... 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: The response referred to Mr. 
Schoepflin's diaries. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1 .: Produce for examination and copying at 
the office of Robert M. Magyar any documents of any kind that can be considered as "diaries" 
referred to in you answer to Interrogatory No. 1 above. 
RESPONSE TO FEQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Said diaries are ready for 
your inspection at a time convenient to you. 
DATED on this 3day of August, 2005. 
& Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants 
V E R I F I C A T I O N  
CONSUELO J. WEITZ, being first duly sworn 011 her oath, deposes and says: 
That she is one the plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, that she has read the 
foregoing Plaintiffs' Response to First Interrogatories and Requests for Production, well knows the 
contents thereof and verily believes that the facts therein stated are true. 
-4 DATED on this day of August, 2005. 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO FIRST 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
Cbarles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St 
Lewiston, Id& 83501 
208-746-9947izos-746-5886 (fan) 
STATE OF IDAFIO 1 
: SS. 
County of Nez Perce 1 
P L ) C S  I, .., kL , anotarypublic, do hereby certify that on this- f'7 
day of August, 2005, personally appeared CONSUELO J. WEITZ, who, being first duly sworn, 
declared that she is one of the plaintiffs ill the foregoing document, and that the statements therein 
contained are true. 
:have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
6- 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My c o r n '  s'on e p on: $PT/FJP 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certLfy that the original and a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
were: 
mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Scbwm 
sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 





to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
2 2 d a y  of August, 2005. on this - 
PLAINTLFFS' RESPONSE TO FIRST 
~ERROGATORZES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 3 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow. ID 83843 
Charles A. Brom, Esq. 
P.O. Bm 12251324 MainSt 
Lewisloa Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947izos.746-5886 (fan) 
852 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 ( f a )  
ISB # 2129 
CbarlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefei~dants. 
IN THE3 DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
T I E  STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 






Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 1 
." ----- GwEN,,mku&mLadA& ------- "1.: -----..-p.--------- 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIEL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHE3IUNE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. 
BROWN 
Cilaries A. Brawn, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225h24 Main St. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHLGUES A. BROWN 1 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 208-746-9947n08-746-5886 (fax) 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
: SS. 
County of Nez Perce 1 
CHARLES A. BROWN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says: 
1. That your affiant is the attorney for the plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, 
and that I make the statements herein of my own personal knowledge and belief. 
2. That attached hereto are true and correct copies of the various Warranty Deeds 
obtained from the Latah County Recorder's office as follows: 
Warranty Deed from I-Iagan to Schoepflin, Instrument # 1 133 10 
Warranty Deed from Schoepflin to Schoepflin, Instrument # 238845 
Warranty Deed from Schoepflin to Weitz, Instrument # 287179 
Quitclaim Deed from Schoepflin to Yeatts et al., Instrument # 469910 
Warranty Deed from Yeatts et al. to Weitz & Sons LLC, Instrument # 473230 
Warranty Deed from Meeker to Rogers, Instrument # 110970 
Warranty Deed from The Inez 13. Rogers Trust to Green, Instrument # 457896 
3. That attached hereto are true and correct copies of the various Latah County 
Assessor's valuation sheetslnotices which were obtained from the Latah County Assessor's office: 
Taxpayer's Assessed Valuation for 1962 to 1975 for SchoepflinlRogers* 
Taxpayer's Valuation Assessment Notice for 1976 to 1982 for 
SchoepflinlWeitziRogers 
Valuation Sunmary Sheet for 1983 to 1985 for Weitz 
Parcel Mastermistory Inquiry for 1995 to 2004 for Schoepflin/Weitz/ 
YeattsIWeitz & Sons LLC 
"1965 is missing for Rogers; 1970 is missing for Schoepflin 
4. That the date (year) on the copy for the Rogers' Taxpayer's Assessed 
Valuation for 1970 was not reproduced on the copy obtained from the Latah County Assessor's 
Office; also, the date (year) was not reproduced on the copy obtained for the Schoepflin's 
Taxpayer's Assessed Valuation for 1974, but your affiant believes that the attached copies for said 
two years are true and correct copies representing those years for the respective party. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BROWN 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225i324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947ao8-746-5886 (Fax) 8 5 4 
5. That the attached were provided to Steve Fiscus for his review in preparation 
of his affidavit filed in support herewith. 
06 
DATED on this ='day of Au t, 2005. &Charles A. Brown 
0d 
SUBSCRIBED Q D  SWORN to before me on this %day of August 
* 
(SEAL) 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular fist class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office (facsimile was without attachments) 
- 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Magyar Law Firm Schwam Law Office 
201 North Main Street 514 Soutl~ Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 
on this &:day of August, 2005. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BROWN 3 
Charles A. Brow, Bq. 
P 0. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, ldalio 83501 





QUIT CLAIM DEED 
HOWARD C. SCHOEPFLiN and SYLVIA L. SCHOEPFLIN, husband and wife, 
individually and as trustees of the Howard and Sylvia Schoepflin Living Trust, 
"Grantor". for and in consideration of love and affection and $10.00 and other good and 
valuable consideration quit claim and convey to RAYMOND L. YEATTS, DANIEL W. 
YEATTS and MERILYN WELCH, all as their separate property, in equal shares as 
tenants in common, "Grantee", the property described below, all of which is located in 
Latah County, State of Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 40 NORTH, RANGE 5, W.B.M. SECTION 8: WXNE% 
EXCEPTING Beginning at the Northeast corner of said Section 8; thence 
S. 89O 24' 00" W. along the North boundary line of said Section 8,2692.25 
feet to the North quarter corner of said Section 8; thence S. O0 28' 30" W. 
641.49 feet; thence N. 89" 27' 25" E. 2684.64 feet to the intersection with 
the East boundary line of said Section 8; thence N. l o  08' 50" E. along 
said East boundary line, 644.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
NW%NW%, lying East of Saddle Ridge Road 
NE%NW%. EXCEPTING the North 330 feet 
This conveyance is intended to transfer all real property owned by the above 
trust and individuals located in Section Eight (8) Township 40 N., Range 5 WBM, 
Latah County, State of ldaho. 
Subject to taxes for 2002; rights of the public in and to adjacent streets and 
alleys; and any and all encumbrances of record AND NOT OF RECORD 
TOGETHER WITH ALL AND SINGULAR the tenements, hereditaments and 
appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and ail the-estate, right, 
title, interest, claim or demand whatsoever of the Grantors either in law or equity .. of, in 
and to the above described and bargained premises. 
The Grantee's address is: 1210 Saddle Ridge Road 
Viola. Id 83872 
QUIT CLAIM DEED 
DATED this nineteenth day September, 2002. 
Howard and Sylvia Schoepflin Living Trust 
*Q, w
$24- . PO& 
HOWARD C. SCHLEPFLIN SYL~IA  L. SCHOEPFL~~ 
Trustee, by Slyvia L. Schoepflin Trustee and i n a i v i d u a l l y  
Power of Attorney and as i n d i v i d u a l  
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
On this day personally appeared before me, the undersigned, a notary in and for 
the State of Idaho, SYLVIA L. SCHOEPFLIN, known and identified to me to be trustee 
of the Howard and Sylvia Schoepflin Living Trust, and the holder of the power of 
attorney granted to her by Howard C. Schlepflin by virtue of that certain instrument 
recorded as instrument # 345751 records of Latah County, Idaho, and to me known to 
be the acting trustee of the trust and the agent for Howard Schoepflin, and to be the 
individual described in and who executed the within and foregoing instrument, and 
acknowledged that she signed the same as her free and voluntary act and deed, for the 
uses and purposes therein mentioned as such trustee of the trust and on behalf of 
Howard C. Schlepflin as attorney in fact. and  f o r  t h e  p a r t i e s  i n d i v i d u a l l y .  
-Residing at Lewiston. 
My Commission expires: 05/29/03 
QUIT CLAIM DEED 
official seal this nineteenth day September, 
4 6 9 9 1 0  
-.-- 
LATALI WUW RECORDER 
WARRANTY DEED 
Raymond L. Yeatts, a single person dealing with his sole and 
separate property, Daniel W. Yeatts and Mary Ann Knight Yeatts, 
husband and wife, and John C. Welch and Merilyn Welch, husband 
and wife, Grantors, for good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, do hereby grant, 
bargain, sell and convey unto Weitz & Sons LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, Grantee, whose current address is 1410 South 
Main Street, Moscow, Idaho 83843, and to Grantee's successors and 
assigns forever, all of the following described real property 
situated in Latah County, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
The following parcels of land located in the 
W1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2NW1/4 of Section 8, 
Township 40 North, Range 5, W.B.M. and more 
particularly described as follows: 
That portion of the NW1/4NW1/4 of said 
Section 8, lying East of Saddle Ridge Road, a 
public highway; 
NE1/4NW1/4, EXCEPTING the North 330 feet 
thereof; 
W142NE1/4 EXCEPTING Beginning at the 
Northeast corner of said Section 8; thence S. 
8g024'00" W. along the North boundary line of 
said Section 8, 2692.25 feet to the North 
quarter corner of said Section 8; thence S. 
0°28'30" W. 641.49 feet; thence N. 8g027'25" 
E. 2684.64 feet to the intersection with the 
East boundary line of said'section 8; thence 
N. 1°08'50" E. along said East boundary line, 
644.57 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
TOGETHER WITH all and singular the tenements, hereditaments 
and appurtenances thereto. 
WARRRNTY DEED -1- 
SUBJECT TO general property taxes for the year 2002 that are 
not yet due and payable; Easement to Washington Water Power 
Company, as more fully set out in Book 6 of Leases and Agreements 
at page 404, Agreement, as more fully set out in Book 14 of 
Leases and Agreements at page 391 and Easement, as more fully set 
out in instrument recorded under Recorder's Fee No. 279620, 
records of Latah County, Idaho. 
Grantors, for themselves, their heirs, successors and 
assigns, hereby covenant that they are the owners in fee simple 
of said premises and that they do warrant and will defend the 
quiet and peaceable possession of said premises by Grantee, its 
successors and assigns forever, against the lawful claims of all 
persons. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantors have hereunto subscribed their 
names to this instrument this day of February, 2003. , 
GRANTORS : 
k ) L k d  i*& 
Daniel W. Yeatts ./ 
'i/Z-&--, ?4-~AcAcAkY- 
Mary &!$Knight Yeatts 
Y.. 
. (- < c_~_;o/- 
~ o h 6  C. Welch 
WARRANTY DEED -2- 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah 1 
On this day of February, 2003, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public 
appeared Raymond L. Yeatts 
person whose name is subscribed 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have 
seal on the date last above written. 
NO!~T&Y 'PUBLIC for Idaho Vrn, tXP
Residing at: f l o ~ c o d  
My commission expires: 2-23-w- 
STATE OF /J/A/4- 
V '  1 ss. 
County O~J.L&,.J~~ ,) 
-7 L- &L.u*." ..-,'> * 7, 
On this day of d&&~&&, k, before me, the 
undersigned, a otary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared 
i7- 
ary ~nnu~night Yeatts, husband and 
wife, known or identified to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and notarial 
seal on the date last above written. 
I n s t r u m e n t  Iiumber 110970 
/ 
, 
B A X U  NTY DEED 
The e r a a t o r 8  'I. A. 1,fEEKEI and KG3 I. bE&KSP.. h i e  w i f e ,  f o r  end i n  c o n a i d e r a t i o n  of t h e  
aum 04 One D o l l a r  and o t h e r  v a l u a b l e  c o n o l d e r a t i o n e ,  fn hand p a i d ,  convey and \ v a r m n t  
unto THOE,fhS H. 3 0 G E R S  a  f e e  e lmple  end merohantable  t i t l e  s p a n i e t  a l l  l a n f u l  c l e ims  and 
demands. i n  and t o  t h e  f o l l o w l u g  d e s o r i b e a  r o e 1  s e t s t e  uituatx i n  Latah  County,  S D a t  
of I d o h o ,  to -wi t :  
Tha S o u t h e e e t  z u a r t e r  (SE+) of  S e a t i o n  
B igh t  ( E l ) ,  i n  T o m s h i p  E'Uft;y ( 4 0 )  Nor th ,  
of ilanRs F i v e  ( 6 )  VIeat of t h o  Boiaa 
e x o e p t i n e  from euch w a r r a n t y ,  -- 
Dated  Chis 1 4 t h  d a y  of December, 1928. 
T, A .  bfEEKXl 
MAE 1. MEEW 
S T A T E  OF CRLIFOXXT.4 ,  ) 
) a s .  
County of Loa Aneelee.  
L On t h i s  2Za dey of D e o a m b r ,  1928 ,  b e f o r e  me, J. L. P s t t i t ,  a Notary I " u t l i 0 ,  i n  
and f o r  e c i a  s t e t e ,  p s r s ~ l a l l y  a p r e n r e d  . A. XEEDR and hfAE I. IECE3, h i s  w i f e ,  known 
t o  me t o  b e  the pezeone whoae names a r e  s u b e o r i t e d  t o  t h e  f o r e ~ o l n p  instrument and 
e ~ k n o w l e % g e 8  t o  me t h a t  t h e y  axeouted  t h e  same. 
I n  ititneat3 i i h e r e o f ,  I hare h e r e u n t o  s e t  my hand and n o t a r i a l  e e a l  on the  d e t e  
l a s t  above w r i t t e n .  
S . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . E  J. L. P E T T I T  
: 3. L. P Z T T I T  N o t a r y  P u b l i c ,  r e s i d i n g  s t  Loe Anpelas.  C a l i f o r n i a .  
: l ? O W . Y  PUBLIC : My cornrniysion expLzee Oct'.  22, 1931. 
: LO3 ANGELB CO.CAL. : 
P i l e d  f a r  r eoord  J e m r y  1 6 ,  19E8, a t  1: 10  o ' c l o c k  2. LI. 
Reques t  of LATAH COUNTT T I T L E  COG!PAI?Y. FEE 8.60. 
$*.$$' -: ,. -, . . 
1 ..- L*' 
G C WEITZ 
i 
PAGE 02 
THE INEZ H. ROGERS TRUST (also known as THE INEZ ROGERS FAMILY TRUST), 
grantor, does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey to TODD A. OREEN and TONIA L. O W N ,  
husiband and wife, grantees, whose addrese is 1418 Four Mile Road, Viola ID 83872, the following 
described real property in hteh Countyby Idaho: 
Yhe Southeast Qwter  of !kction 8, Township 40 North, 1Range 5 West Boise 
Meridian: 
TOGIZXER WITH an easement for general wfess wi mom N l y  described in the 
document rccordd as imtrumcnt number 466954, records of Laah County, Idaho, 
SUBJECT TO an easement for limited access ar, more M y  described in the 
document recorded 8s insfmment number 466955, records of Latah County, Idaho. 
Thc grantor wanants that the title hereby conveyed is fiee of encumbrances, cxocpt for rhe 
limited access casement specified above, general taxes for the year 2002, a d  any rights of way for 
publicditics that may now exist over andacross the described property, and the grantor will dcfand 
said title against dl @&or lawful elaims and demands. 
Thig instrument, consistingof the (3) pages, d l  h exccutcd and acknowledged in sepmte 
states by the thc twotees ef the grantor b t ,  d said trustees hereby authoriza M o w w  Title, b. 
to combine the tb pages into one instrument after it has been so exccutcd and acbwledgsd. 
[Sipnmes appger on the following pages] 
Page l 
G C WEITZ PAGE 03 
_- i 
THE INEZ Ii. ROGERS TRUST 
STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 
C O W Y  OF S U G I T  ) 3s. 
2002, before me, a Notary Wlblio, p m o d l y  
appeared SHARON by satisfactbly evidence) to bc one of the 
mmna whose ~ m c s  arc subscribed to the foregoing instnunmt as Trustees of TWE INEZ H. 
RO me that she executed the same as such Trustee. 
/-----',~ 
, - w6b7 
N& public 
Commission expireg 3~4 1 \ . 5 , .a L:C: 7 
G C WEITZ PAGE 04 
I 
THE INEZ H. ROGERS TRUST 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY QF -ADA ) e5. 
Ontbin&d.rof~ d\u , 2002, irefore me, a NOMY Public, pmonally 
appeared THOMAS L. ROGERS, knoydkne (or proved by satisfitmy evidence) to be one of the 
pmom whose names are rmubscrjbcd to the foregoing instnrment m Trustees o f  THE INEZ H. 
ROGERS TRUST, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same an such T~stee. 
. . .,.. . . .: .. .. . 
NO. f / ' ( - - J  
REALPR0PERTY:LANDS 
1. IrrisaM Aszicolturd Lnnd. 
2. P u m ~  IrripnM Agricdoolbud Land. 
8. S n b i r m a t a l  Agricnltural Land. 
SITUATED IN LATAE COUNTY, IDAHO 4. Irrigated or I m ~ r w e d  Grarine Land. 6. Non-irrigated Agrionltnral Land. 
6. D q  Grariog Land. 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT 7. 8. ~ r s i n e  i m b e r  h d .  h d .  
8A. Timber Reproduction Land. 
9. Reforestation Land. 
10. Minerd h d .  
10A. Waste Land (No Value). 
11. Suburban Rncts. 
12. mnitiea in Stem Lnnd. 
1s. Standing Timber. 
14. Reservations and Ensekents on Lnnd. 
16. Business Lots and Aorewes. 
16. Residence Lots and Acreaeea. 
BUILDING AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
ON LANDS AND LOTS 
17. R ~ n a l  
18. Bueineaa (Other than Items 20 and 21). la Residence g t p e r  tpnn Rorall; , ,, 
20. Sew and P nlne Mzlk and T nrr StaLtoaar 
Machineq. 
8 40  5' 21. Smdters and Co?oentrators and Their Stationan Maohmem. 
mW; 11 ac T a x  #919 NWNR CATTLE 
22. Registered Cows. 
23. Registered Stud Bulls. 
24. REsiatered Yearlinw. 
26. Renee and D a r n  Bmlis. 
OTEER LIVESTOCK 
SO. Horses and Mules. 
31. 82  Sh-Mibred. h w m m o n  and Karacul. 
ss. Sheep-BB&B (Purbred and Grade). 
84. G w h .  
Hogs-Brad Stock. sh0st.i and Feeders.. 
86. Chickene. k e .  Do* and Tofkm. . 
87. F o x e s . M i  and Other Ebi-Bcnnne Anxmals 
38. 89 BW. Ront .  
LUMBER 
40. White Pine Lnmber. 
11. Yellow Lomber. 
42. kfiied Lomber. 
SAW LOGS 
48. White Pino sav h a .  
4 S k  White Pine Sew h s  (State ar Federal 
amtract) .  
44. Y a m  Pine saw Lago. 
44A. Yellow Pine Saw h a  (State or Federal 
Contract). 
46. Mired Snw b w .  
4 6 k  Mixed saw Logs (State or F,ederal Contract) 
OTEEE FORK3T AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
46. Lsth Std& Paah, Other Wood Pmdooh. 
47. ceaa: Polee'. 
47A. Cedar Pol= (Stste or Federal Contract). 
48. Mired Poles. 
48A. M W  P o l e  (State or Federal Contract). 
OTHER PROPERTY 




1. irrigated Azrieultural Land; 
2. Pump I r r i ~ a t e d  Agricultural Lsnd. 
8. Sub-irrizsted Agricultural Land. 
. Irrigated o r  Improved Grazing Land. 
6. Non-irrigated Asrioulturnl Lsnd. 
6. O w  Graainl Land. 
7. Grnzing Land. 
8. Timber Land. 
8A. Timber Reproduetion Land. 
9. Rcfor~station Land. 
1 Mineral Land. 
10A. Wsste Land (No Value). 
11. Suburban Tracts. 
12. Ecuitie3 in Stote Land. 
18. Standing Timber. 
14. Resenations and Easements on Land. 
I Businera Lots and Acres&-. 
16. Reidenee Lots 2nd Aeie~pCs. 
BUILDING AND OTHER IMPROVEMENT 
ON LANDS AND LOTS 
17. Rural 
18. Business (Other than Items 20 and 21). 
19. Residenoe Other than Rural). 
20. Saw and Planing Mills and Their Statioi 
M~ohinery. 
zi .  sme~te r s  and coneentrstors and  heir 
stationary Machinery. 
CATTLE 
22. Registered Cows. 
28. Rais tered Stud Bulis. 
24. Registered Ye?rlings. 
26. Range and Dslrs Bulls. 
16. Milk Cows. 
27. Beef (Feed Lot). 
28. Stock-Range and Common. 
29. Yearlings-Grade and Common. 
OTUER LIVESTOCK 
34. Goats. 
86. Uozs-Brwd Stock. Shoats and Feeders. 
POULTRY, FUR-REARING ANIMALS, ET, 
86. Chiekeos, Geese, Docks and Torkem. 




40. White Pine Lumber. 
41. Yellow Pine Lumber. 
42. Mixed Lnmber. 
SAW LOGS 
48. White Pine Saw Logs. 
43A. White Pine Saw Logs (State 01. Federal 
Contract). 
44. Yellow P i e  Saw laga. 
44A. Yellow Pine Ssw Loss (State or Federal 
conttact).  
66. Mired Sew Logs. 
46A. Mixed Saw Logs (State or Federal Contra 
OTEER FOREST AND WOOD PRODUCT! 
46. Lath Stalls, Posts. Other W w d  Prodact. 
47. ced& Polas. 
OTEER PROPERTY 
ohsndiae Inventory-Inoluding N D ~ .  
ck nnd Products of Manofaoiorers ao, 
EUGENE TAYLOR 

11. Suburban Tmots. 
12. Eauities in Stnte Land. 
13. Stnnding Tlmber. 
14. Resenations sod Eanements on Land. 
16. Businens Lets nnd Aoraages. 
16. Residence L o b  and Acreages. 
BUILDING AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
ON LANDS AND LOTS 
1'7. Rural 
18. Bvsiness (Other than Iterne 20 and 21). 
19. Renidenoe Other than Rural). . 
20. saw nnd Pinning Milia and Thezr Station* 
Maohinerr. 
21. Smeltep and Concentrators and Their 
ststionerg Machinery. 
CATTLE 
22. Registered Oowo. 
23. Registered Stud Bulls. 
24. Registered Yearlmes. 
26. Rnnne and Daim B~ulls. 
26. Milk Cows. 
21. Beef (Feed Lot). 
28. stock-Range and Common. 
29. Yearlines-Grade and Common. 
OTUER LlYESTOCE 
POULTRY. PUB-BEARING ANIMALS. ETC 
36. Ohiokens Geesa Ducks and Torkm. , 
81. Fox-, d n k  andnother fir-Bearing Anime 
88. Becs. 
89. Rout .  
l.UMBER 
40. W h i b  Pine Lornber. 
4 Yellow Pine Lumber. 
42. Mixed Lumber. 
SAW LOGS 
43. White Pine S a v  Lm. 
44. Yellrn Pine s a w  Lope. 
46. Mixed Saw k. 
4 6 k  Pulp Low (Green). 
46B. PalD Loge (Dad) .  
OTEER FOREST AND WOOD PRODUCT5 
OTHER PROPERTY 
/'I Rural Fire District 


County Library Dist. i s  is not a notice of faxes due. The tax amoun! in dollars and cents will -I- 
be sent to you in November. n M A  

14. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n e  =nd Earements on Land. 
1% ~~i~~~ t o t s  nnd Acreages. 
16. ~ ~ i d ~ ~ e e  t o t a  and Acreages. 
BUILDING AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
ON LANDS AND LOTS 
17. Rural 
18. ~~~j~~~ (other thnn It- 20 and 21). 
19. ~,id,,ce (O+ei thpn R u d ) .  . 
20. uachinem.  planing Mlik and Their Stationary 
21. gmeitem and c o q ~ ~ n t r s t o r j  and Their 
s t a t i onam Mseh,nem. 
CATTLE 
2%. Beglatered Cows. 
23. Registered Stud ?"]IJ. 
21. ~ e g k t e r e d  Yeprimss. 
26. Rnnge and Dam7 Bulls. 
26. Milk CavS. 
21. B e d  (Feed Lot). 
~ t ~ ~ k - ~ ~ ~ g e  and Commoii. ?i!: y.,,iinss-~rnde and Common. 
40. wh i t e  Lomber. 
41. yellov Pine Lo~nmber. 
42. Mixed Lumber. 
SAW LOGS 
County do solemnly affinn tha t  the  foregoing state- 
t assessAent of real and personal PxOP~*Y a? reported 







. .. . . . . . . . . - , - -. .- - . . 
C l l l l  RLIL PROPERTY: UNDS 
PAPER'S ASSESSED VALUATION NL 4 - 3 5 2  Irrigated or Imp. Grazing Land 5. - 4 5 3  Non-lrrlgated Agilcult. Land 
p ~ 0 p E R m  SITUATED, IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 6 - 5-34 o n  Grazing Land 7 - 6.35 improved Grazing Land 
EXAMINE TH~S ASSESSMENT 8 . 7.36 Timber Land 8A . 8.37 Repiodlictlon Land 
9 - 9.38 Reforestation Land 
In Case of Error-Notify the Assessor's Office 10 42.39 Mineral Land 10A -1340 Waste Land 
Before the 4th Monday in June 11 1 4  Suburban rrscts 
- 12 -15.42 Equities In State Land 
13 -16.43 Standing Timber Climber only) 
14 -1744 Rerervatlonr & Esrementr on Land 
15 .I845 BuIIneDr Lots & Acreages 
16 -1946 Reriden,ce Lots & Acreager 
16A Recreatmnsl Lend 
BUILDING L OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON LANDS 1. I 
17 - 47 Rurai llman in 99163 18 . 48 wuslness (Other than Items 20 and 2 
1811- 49 Buildings on Leased Land 
19 . 50 Residence (Other than Rural) 
20 . 51 Saw and Planing Miilr & Stat. Machi 
21 . 52 Smelters & Concentrators & Stat. b 
CATTLE 
22 . 53 Regirteieo Cowr 
23 . 54 Registered Herd Bulls 
24 . 55 Registered Yearlings 
25 . 56 Range & Daily Bulls 
26 - 57 Milk Cowr 
27 . 58 Beef (Feed Lot) 
28 . 59 Stack.Range & Common 
29 . 60 Yearlings-Grade and Common 
30 . 61 Horses and Mules 
30A - 62 Registered Horses 
31 - 63 Sheep.Regirteted 
32 . M SheepCommon & Karacul 
33 - 65 Sheep-Bucks (Purebred and Grade) 
34 . 66 Goats 
35 . 67 Hog~-Blood Stock 
35A . 68 HagrJhmts & Feeders 
POULTRY, fUR.BEARiNG ANIMbLS, ETC. 
36 . 69 Chick0111. Geese. Ouckr K Turkcyi 
37 - . 70 Foxes. Mink & Other Fur.Bearing Ani 
38 - 71 Weer 
39 . Trout 
FOREST AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
40 40.72 White Pine Lumber 
41 -21.73 Yellow Pine Lumber 
42 -22-74 Mixed Lumber 
43 -23.75 White Pine Saw Logs 
44 .24-76 Yellow Pine Saw Logs 
45 .25-77 Mlxed Saw Logr 
45A -26-78 Pulp Logs (Green) 
458 -27.79 Pulp Logr (on) 
46 ,2840 Lath. Stllllr Ports & Other Wood Prod 
47 ,2941 ~ e d d r  pole; 
48 .30-82 Mlxed Poles 
48A -31-83 Chrlstmar Trees, Other 
OTHER PROPERTI 
49 . 84 Merchandirc ,n"entory.lncl"ding ,," 
stock & Wad. of Manu. & Procerso 
50 . 85 Machinen, Tools & Equipment f E  
58 - uti l i ty System 
.59 - 98 Signs and Signboards 
This is not a notice of taxes due. 7 
tax amount in dollars and cents wil 
sent to you in November. 
EUGENE TAYLOR 
. . . , . . . . . . . . ,  
. . ! .&z; 
>b*:+.. 
. . ~ .  
XTAXPAYER,~~ , . CASESSED VALUATIOI~; 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAE COUNTY. IDAHO 
EXAlViiNE THIS ASSESSMENT 
In Case of Error--Notify the Assessor's Office 
Before the 4th Monday ln June 
-
AND ADDRESS OF OWNER 
-ui 
Idez El R o g e r s  
100 W Windus  
P u l l m a n  Bn 99163 
S E t  55 
CI.ll 
WD. 149 
R E l l  PROPERTI: UNOS 
irrlasted or Imp. Grazing 
Nan-irrigated Agrleuit. i and 
OW GRling Land 







Equities lo State t snd  
Standing Timber (Timber only) 
Reservations & Easements on l a  
Business Lots & Acreages 
Residence Lots & Acreages 
Rc~ren lbna i  Land 
BUlLDiNO I OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON LANDS 
Run1 
Burinerr (Other than Items 20 a, 
Buildings on Leared Land 
Reridencc (Other than Rural) 
saw and Planing Mil ls & Stat. K 
Smelters & Concenlratorr & Sts' 
1: CATTLE 
22 - 53 RegiEterea Cows 
23 - 54 Registered Herd Boils 
24 55. Registered Yearlings 
25 56 Range & Dairy Bulir 
26 57 Milk Caws 
27. - 58 Beef (Feed Lot) 
28 . 59 Stock-Rangc & Common 
29 . 60 Yearlings-Grade and Common 
OTHER LIVESTOCK 
30 . 6 1  Horse$ and Muler 
3OA - 62 Registered Horses 
31 . 83 Sheep.Reglstered 
32 . 64 Sheep.Common & Karacul 
33 - 65 Sheep-Bucks (Purebred and Grad, 
34 . 66 Goats 
35 - 67 Hogs-Brood Stock 
35A . 68 Hogs-Shoats & Feeders 
POULTRY, FUR-BEARING INIMALS. ETC 
36 - 69 Chickens. Geese Ducks & Turkey 
37 - . 70  Foxes, Mink & bther Fur-Bearing 
38 71  Beer 
3 9 .  Trout 
FOREST AND WOOD PROOUCTS 
40 -20-72 White Pine Lumber 
4 1  .21-73 Yellow Pine Lumbar 
42 .22-74 Mixed Lumber 
43 -23-75 White Plne Saw Logs 
44 24-75  Ycllaw Pine Saw Logs 
45 25.77 Mixed Saw Logs 
45A 46-78 Pulp Loge (Green1 
458 -27-79 Pulp Logs (Dry) 
46 -28-80 Lath Stuils Posts & OthOr Wood 
47 -2941  cedar pole; 
48 .30.82 Mixed Paler 
48A -31-83 Chrtrtmar Trees. Other 
OTHER PROPERTY 
f County Commissioners will meet once each month and on the 4th 49 . 84 Merchandise inventory.lncluding 
UNE to equalize the assessment entered qn real property roll and to stock & Prod. of Manu. & ~ i o c i  
; SECOND MONDAY OF JULY to equalize the assessment of prop- so . 85 Machineq, T?olr & Equipment 
item 51) the personal property roll; FIRST MONDAY OF DECEMBER to 
,.; 51 . 86 ~ ~ l ~ i ~ e  station Equipment 
essment of property on the subsequent personal property roll. 52 . 87 Printing Piants 
53 . 88 F u r n i l ~ r ~  & Fixtuier. Slrrglcai & l 
inst., Lib., Art Coil. 
Motor Vehicle 
57 . Net Profit of Miner 
58 - Ulit l ty System 
59 . 98 Signs and Signboards 
This is not a notice of taxes due. 
EUGENE TAYLOR 
.. . , 
Ne. 477 7 
REALPROPERTY 
Before the 4th Monday in June 
- .  
D ~ S S  O F  OWNER a(*). 9-39 Inveatm-t Dm G w i n g  
(b). 12-42 Non-investment Dry O w i n g  
5(s). 13-42 hveabnent T i m h  
(b). 14-44 Non-investmeat T h h r  
6(s). 15-45 Inveabncnt Repdoc l ion  
(b). 15-46 Non-investment Repduct ion 
7. 11-47 Reforeatatioo 
8. 18-48 H i n d  
9. 19-49 Standins Timber (awned sepnml 
8 40 5 fmm land) l o .  20-50 h i d e n u ?  W aod/or A c m e  
11. 21-51 commueial Lots and/or A w e  
12. 22-52 Indushial ,bt? and/or Aoreage 
18. 234.5 R d  SoMiviniona 
14. 24-54 Recreational 
14 A. 26-55 W e t e  h d  
IMPROVEMENTS ON LAND AND LOTS 
64 Rnral industimi (other and than mral eommerdal sokdivisions) an
65 Raiideaec (other than mral  and ( 
mra l  sobs) 
IT. 66 Commercial (othm Uian on m m l  
sobs) 
17 LL. 67 Baildings on Lnased Land 
68 Indvstrial 
69 0; R o d  S&division 
70 Utility Systens (10eally awnsed) 
PERSONAL PROPEBTY 
21. 27-57 muities in State lsnd 
22. 28-68 Reservations and Easements 
73 Xeehinem, TooIs or EQui~meot 
74 Furniture. F,+una, Libraria. 
Art, and man Collections 
76 M&ile Homes and Travel Raiin 
76 Baot? 
77 Net P d b  of Mine4 
78 Signs and Sign Boards 
This i s  not a notice of taxes due. 
of Latah County, do solemnly affirm that the foregoing atate- 
and correct assessment of real and personal Property as reported 





, Assessor of Latah County, do solemnly affirm that the foregoing state- 
is a true and correct assessment of real and personal property as reported 
e by the person named as owner, or as assessed by personal inspection 
yself or deputy. 
EUGENE TAYLOR 
...................................................... - -.. 
.. ... 27 .-- 
Dep uW 
This is not a notice of  taxes due. 
I Ratio of Market Value Assessment 
I LAND: 3552 1 17% 
BLDGS: 17% 
PERSONAL: 17% 
1 7 1  3 % 
ti 
. TAXPAYER'S L;SESSED VALUATIOI, ,-., REAL PROPERTY < 
.. ., < PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAB COUNTY WAHO Category 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT No. MA l a n d s  j! 1 ' 3-33 Investment Irrigated ~ g r :  
tural In Care of Error - Notify the Assessor's Office 2 5-35 investment ~rrigated ~ r *  
., Before the 4th Monday in June 3 7-37 Investment  an-irrigated 
- Agri~ultwal 
, N- AND ADDRESS OF OWNER 
4 9-39 Investment Dry   raring 
5 13-43 Investment ~ i m b e r  
:$ 6 15-45 Investment Reproduction 
i i  7 17-47 Reforestation 5'. 
l i  
I n e z  H Rogars  
\ 100 W W i n d u s  
p u l l ~ a n  Wn 97163 
S E b  45 8 40 5 
IMPROVEMENTS ON LAND AND I, 
Rural (other than comrne, 
and.indstria1 and rural su 
divisions) 
Residence (other than r u ~  
and on rural subs) 
Commercial (other than I 
rural subs) 
Buildings on Leased Lane 
Industrial 
On Rural Subdivision 
Utility Systems (locally 
assessed) 
On other Rural Lands 
15 64 
PERSONAL PROPERN I REAL PROPERTY 
CLASS i 
P $ < 
. - 













20 iLL. 68 9707ASSESSED VALUE 
Total P.P. Arrerrment B -- 
/ d  8 
BUILDINGS 
NUMBER 
Total R.P. Asrenmenr 
I Total Pen. and Rial Property Is Listed By Class Number. Please Check Your Assessment Against Number Descriptions Listed a t  Right. . . i The Board of County Commissioners shall meet once each month up to the 4th Monday of June to equalize the, assessment %red on real and personal property rolls an+ shall meet on the 4th Monday of June in each year t6 complete the equahzatlon of as ments on aU real and personal property whxch has not yet been equalized (I.G. Sec. 63-401). i The Board of County Commissioners shall meet on the 1st Monday of December f ~ r  the purpose of equalizing the sssessmer 
all Property entered upon the subsequent property assessment rolls (I.C. See. 63-1904). 
Certain retired Idaho residents of fifteeG years or more, sixty-five years of age or over, who own and live in a dwelling hou 
trailer house, the full cash.value not in excess of $15,000 and their to61 income from all sources does n o t  exceed $4,800 per ar 
may apply for a tax reduction. Application must be made in the ssscssor's office each year by May 15 (I.C. 63-117 et. seq.) 
State of Idaho, This is not a notice of taxes due. 
C0Unt~ of Latah 
Assessor of  ata ah ~ o u ~ ~ t y ,  do solemnly affirm that the foregoing state- Ratio of 
a true and correct assessment of real and personal property as  reported Market Value Assessment 
by the person named as owner, or as assessed by personal inspection 
by myself or deputy. 
$ 
iAND: 385A 17% 
EUGENE TAYLOR 
BLDGS: 17% 
PERSONAL: 17% i 
i, s 
PERSONALPROPEKTY 
21 27-57 Equities in State Land 
23 2
28-58 Resewations and Easeme! 
73 Machinery Tools or Equi, 
24 74 Furniture '~ixtures Libn 
Art, and coin ~ollictions 
- 
- is 75 Mobile Somes and Travel 
Trailas 
26 76 Boats 
27 77 Net Profits of Mines 




..- ,. . .. . 
. 
@ 7x.. g,.. 
$PAYER'S 1975 VALUA. *ON STATEMENT 
, ,  
pmpetiy situated in Latoh County, Idaho 
THIS I S  NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE. 
i.; .,n ~DORESS OF OWNER: 
- REAL PROPERTY 
I Clorr No. Can& 
inveat-t lrripoted A g r i c ~ l t ~ r e  
lnveatment l r r igotq Grming 
inwslmnt  Non-irngafed Agriwit 




Mineral sionding Timbcr (owned aepirare 
Residence Lots and- acreage (I"li& city Limit*) 
Cwnmerciol Lots +or k r e q e  pi& City Limltr) 
In rtrrol Lo11 and+, ACreoge 





14-1. Other Rvrot Lands 
IMPXOVEMENTS O N  I A N B  AND LOTS 
T H t  1 D U h A L I  15. Rurol (other lhon commercio 
,~.-.:: v i o l a  I d a h o  8 3 2 7 2  industrial ond wrol subdi ib' 16. Rerideme (Inride City Limit! 
:vsv?., , 17. Commercial (ioaida Cit Lim 
.;%a: 4 5 18. lndlnrriol (inrid? City Timi* 
# , ~ $ 6  19. On Rural Svbdivtalon 
%:$ 8 40 7 20. Lmilify Sysfema (locoliy a rm led)  




. . PERSONAL PROPERTY 
26. 
27. 
'RATIO OF ASSESSMENT 17.8% 
25. Mobile Homn ond Travel Trailers 
Boat* 
Nef Profit of Mines 
Signs and Sign Boor& 
I MARKET VALUATiON I ASSESSED VALUATION 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT. in Case of Error - Notify the Assessor's Ofice he Fourth Monday in June. 
. . ... 2 .. .. L. 
bnuom to k. 63-401, l d o b  to&, the boord of county wmmiraiorerr of Lotah tovnty meets m o Board d Ewdizetbn on the 3rd Mondoy of eoch month of 
m r  from lonuon/ vp to the f ~ n h  n d w  of lone, for thp purpose of hwring comptointr upon valuotiona of pmpeny, ond for the purpow of esuolizins arrestmenta 
-* on the no1 ond w r~na l  05$s~ment ~ h o l i  mwt on the founh Monday of June to comple~e the ewotirarion of oserrrnenl of all re01 ond w r i o  
Pr%ny which h m  not yet been Upon to complete the eqvolilption of oraelsmed, the boord rholi conrinvc i n  serdon from doy to doy until caram 
Of PmPeny h m  been romplcred m d  shall atw. heor and determine complaimr upon oliowing or dilallowing hardship exemplians vnder Sec. 63.10500, Idaho Code. 
boslrd ma/''r%esr" but oot o w ~ i ~ l i ~  diournor boordof eqmiirotion ~n!il.thesemnd h d o y  of  July. at which time i t  musr have completed its burines. 
Pursuant t o  k. 63.1904, l d a b  w e ,  the b a r d  of county commitriweri of each qwnty rholi m n t  or o boord of equoliiotion on the fourth Mondoy of Normbe 
each Y T r  f w  the purpose of hwting mmplointr mwerning rhe roloftion of p r o p ~ n y  on the rvbieq~ent aasetrment roll, for the prpose of eqvoliziog the rubwqc 
M Y  mxtsmeot roll ond for ollaving or diroltowing exemptions ond rebates ~ ~ r n ~ l ~ i M d  of under the pmvirionr of thir on offeoing the osserrment of propeny sol. 
%'he ~*wsuenl rolls ond for the ourm.e of haviw ~ i ~ h  the osnror POX rollecror. The b w r d  may "recess" but not off,cialiy odjourn or a h r d  of eqi 
m b n  vntii the first MQ,~W of keAix , ,  ot which time it. bvrioclr must hhav e n  iompleted. 
The wunly commif3ionen rhoil conMne or Gard of equo~iiation the 3,d M o d y  of April dod on April 15, upon which dole i t  must compiele its blniness 
-diourn. to romider c~ojm for tax reduction under the proviiion, of sections 63.117 throw+ 63.125. tdoho code. %old ~ p i i i  15 foti on a Suturdoy, sndoy, or I . .. . 
m"dw, the bwrdrhal l  meet on the next bvrinesr dw. 
Ahniicotbn. f w  tax relief by r w ~ n  of the existeoce of undvs hardship must be mode wch yeor by person01 oppwionce of the appiicani before $he county b o a r  
W - l i z a t i a r  h e e n  the f w n h  MowJoy of jumond the -nd Monday of July. Senions 63-10588 and61-107. l&ho W e .  
All meetin(ls of the ~07-h h r d  of equo~irotion ore held at Lotah county counhoure, hbwar, (doha. ot ?he boor of 9:GOAM. lo 5:W P.M. 
DWIGHT S W N G  
Asmmr 
-_ 
~ A Y E R ' S  1975 V A L U ~ ~ I O N  STATE MEN^ 
property situated in Latah County, klaho 
THIS I S  N O T  A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE. 
AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
- .  - 
I n e z  H Roge rs  
NW 200 Windus S t  
pullman Wa ??I63 
45 







~nvestmmt Irripmed Agncuiture 
lnvertment irrlgatM Gm~hp 
1n-t-1 Non-lrrisoted Agricv\fure 





Stmding Timber (wned  remote from tone 
R~idence Loh o n d a  Acrwge 
(Inaide City Limin 
Canmerciot ~ o t t  o d o r  &reage 
lnride City Limits1 
rtrbol lots ond-w Acrewe I& . (Inride CityJimihl 
h l  SuMlvcrton$ 
P E S O N U  PROPERTY 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT. In Case of Error - Nolify the Assessor's Oflice 
BEFORE the Fourth Monday in June. 
P m p n y  is listed by dGs number, piease check your ksesmom agoirat number &nipt ion linalm top right, 
Punwnt to k. 63.401. ldoho Code, rhe b o d  of cwntv mmmbrioners of Lotah Cdnty meets m o Boord of Equalization on the 3rd Mondoy of each m n l h  of !he 
W r  from January up to fhe fwnh Monday of Jvm, for the putpore of hcariw rompioints upon valuations of property, and fa the pvrpose of e q ~ a l i l i n i  or*er?mentr of 
Pq)eW ai the real and permnot pope* ossesrment roil.; end shotl meet the fwr lh  ~ o n d o y  of ~ " n e  to wmpiete the equoiizmion of osse~rment of al l  reot and lxrrono 
Dapeny which h a  not yet beon eqvoiized. upon meeting to mmp~ete the eqvoiizption of osrerrment, the bmrd  shot! continue in relrion from &y to dov until orresrmen. 
Of nmperty hor been completed and ~ h o l l  a im hwr dewmine wmplaint, upon oilowing or diroilowing hordrhip exemptions under Sec. 63-10588, idaho Code. lh. 
moy"recerr" but mt offrioliy d i w m  os a k r d  of quolizotion vntiitheaemnd Mondoy of July, at which time it mmt hove mmplcted ifr business. 
Pvnuont to k. 6 3 . 1 ~ .  Id& Gde, the board of muoty ~ o m m i r t i a e n  of eoch cwnty rho11 meet ot o board of equolizotion on the founh Monday of November o 
e& Year for the p ~ + ~ ~  of hearing ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ i n t r  conconi g the ~~1vsltibnc.f property p l d  on the rvbsquenf arrersmnt roil, for the rurpore of ~&ii.ing the wbrequen 
m i  orPrsmnt ,011 end for o ~ t o w ~ w  or diur l lw ing exemptanr and iebotw mmp~oined of under the provirioor of this act of tcn iw the orrrrsment of property enterel 
-the subwequent rollr ond for the of having letttmem ~ i t h  t e ~ n d  tax cotlector. The board moy "rccerr,, bvt mt off i ial ly adjourn 0% a bmrd of equqli 
mfil the era Mondw of  December, m which time its burinr. mvrt haw been completed. 
fie munfy commissionen shall convene as a boord of qudiration on the 3rd Monday of Apiil end on Apiii IS, upoo which date i t  mu51 compiete ifr businerr on 
Miown. to consider cioimr for tax rrdmion the provirioo. OF k r ion .  63.117 throvgh 63.125, woho code. ~ w v t d  ~ p t i t  IS felt on o Saturday. ~uodoy. or leg( 
hiday, the board rholi meet on the next bvrines day. 
b ~ i i c m i o n t  for tax relief by reown of the e x i s t e ~ e  of un(ve hardrhip be m d e  eadr yeor by pewnot oppearonce of the opplicanf before the county board o 
woi i zw ion  be~urrn the fourth of JUN and the -d  ad^ of hiy. w i o n r  63.10588 end 63.107, idaha Code. 
meefiwl of The Lotoh boord o f ' & ~ ~ l i ~ ~ t ~ r n  ore held ot Latoh County Covnhome; M o w w ,  Idoho, at the hour of 9:W A.M. to5:W P.M. 
21. Equities in Stme Lond 
22. Rerervationr and Eoremnt~ 
23. Mochimsy Toala or Equipment 
24. Furniture, kxIvrer. Libraries, An, ond 
Coin CollRtioos 
25. Mobile Homer and Travel Troilerr 
26. Sooh 
27. Net Pmf* of Mi- 
'RATIO OF ASSESSMENT 17.8% ( 28. %gnr and Sign 
- DWIGHT STRONG 
b t a r  Dote 
SYC0. k.- 
ASSESSED VALUATION 
3,428 4 84.00 61 0 
6 76.00 1,520 27 1 
MARKET VALUATION CLASS ACRES I ~ois 
~ . . . .. , . . . . . . 
~. . . . . . 
R U L  PROPERTY 
No. 11l"h 
1. Inverfment lrrigoted ~ g ~ i ~ ~ l ~ ~ , ~  
2. Investmed Irrigated G ~ Q Z ~ ~ Q  
3. InMfment Nan-irrigated Agricultu 
4. lnmtmenf Dry Grazing 
5. loverfmenl Timber 
6. lnvcrfmcnf Rewoduoion 
7. Rdorertation 
8. Mioerol 
9. Sfanding Timber (owned sepoiote 1 
10. Residence Lots and-or k r c a g e  (loride City Limits 
I I. ~ ~ n m e i c i ~ i  (I side City Lorr Limits) and,, /\crewe 
12. lndurfiiol Lots and-or A~~~~~~ 
(Inside City limits) 
13. &rot SuMivlsiaa 
14. Rarwi-I  e.-?- 14.1. Other Purol Lands 
162. w'ntc1wds or Roads 
IMPOVEMENTS ON LAND AND LOTS 
15. Rum1 (olhnthon mmmrcio l  m d  
. . .  , inlmtrial o d  wrol sl&liviaionr] 16. Reid-- (Inside City Limitr Only) 
17. Gmmnciol (Inride Cify Limin Only 
17-1. Bvitdinpran L n s d  Lad 
IS. lnhntrtal (Insic!? C$y Limitr Onb) 
8 40 5 19. On Rvml SuMivrslon 20. Utility SCltmr llckolly assessed) 
20-1. On Othw Rural Lwdr 
PEPLONAI POPERTI 
120.32% 3,9894 7 22 
Deny hor h n  completed ond rho11 olro heor ood determine mmplaintr upon ollowing or difollowing hordrhi~, exemptions under Sec. 63-10588, ldoho Code. 
'rwen'' but not offrioliy adiovrn ot o beordof eqvotization until t h e m m d  Mardoy of Jdy, of which time i t  must hove compie,ed its burinerr. 
nt to Sec. 63-1904, idoho Code, the boord of county commisrinnen of errh munfy shall meet cn a h e r d  of equolhotion on the fourth Monday of Novembc 
or fhe p u w *  of hearing complointr conceroiq the ualuolion of prowny placed w the rubesuent assessmen roll, for the plrpo%e of tauaiiring she subres 
for lox reduction u d e r  the ptovisionr of S e c t i o ~  63-117 fhrwgh 63.125, l d o b  Code. h i d  April 15 foil on a h $ ~ r d o y .  Sundoy, or legal holidoy, the board 
the n x t  hi- doy. 
kdiw for t?x relief by rearon of the cx i r tnre of vndw hordrhip must h mode earn year by perronol appearance of the applicant before the counGv boor, 
iw hhl- the founh Maday  of  Jum ond the r m m d  M o k v  of lory. W i a r  61.10588 a d  63-107. Idaho W e .  
@E*L PROPERTY 
PAYER'S 1976 VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE a- 
Property situated in Lntah County, klcrho NO. bnd. 
1. lnven-t Irrigated &ricv~ture THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE. 2. Invat-em Irrigated ~ r ~ ~ i ~ ~  
3. l n m * m m ~  Na-lrrigoted ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~  
4. In-t-f On/ 
~VID ADDRESS OF OWNER: 5. lnvatment Timber 6. lnv~st-t Rrprcductan 
7. Rdoratation 
8. Minerol 
9. StondinS Timber ( w e d  swime fro, 
10. Residence Lotr ond-a krwe (Inride City Limitr 
I I. h m c r c i o t  tots anddr Acrewe (Inride Cify Limits) 
12. lndvstiiol Lotr and-or Acreoge (Inside City Limifr) 
13. Rural Sutdivt~ions 
14. Recreofioml 
14-1. 0th- Rwol Lon& 
erald E 'Weitz 14-2. Wartel& a &.A 
IMPROVEMENTS OH LAND AND LOTS 
Is. Rum1 (other moo mm-rciol a ~ f  
idvr t r io l  and mr.1 ~ U M i v i s i o ~ ~ )  
16. Residewes (Inside C i y  Limits Only) 
17. Gmmerciol In.& Ctry Limit. Only) 
17-1. &ilding. Lond 
18. lndurtriol (Imide Citv Limits Only) 
9.68 ac Tax 83458 NaNE 8 40 5 19. On Rural SubdiviriG 20. Uti l i ty Syrtms ( laa l ly  m r e u d )  
m-I. On 0 t h ~  Rural Lor& 
PERSONAL W P E R N  
2.1. Equifies i n  stme l a d  
n. aeremmionr ood E~s-,,~s 
23. Ma'hinery, Tmls or Equipmen1 
24. Furoitvre. Finura, Librories, An, ond 
Coin Co11ectioni 
6 39.68 1,587 2 87 
to Sec. 61-401, ldoho Code. ,he board of county wmmhsianem of  ato oh Cwnty meets m o Bmrd of Equalirotion a, the 3rd M a y  of eod month bl 
I offrially cdiovrnas o booid of equalization until fhesecond MMdoy of ~u ly ,  ol which time i t  m e t  hove completed its burloel*. 
904, l d o b  Code, the board of county mmmirrionerr of eoch m n t y  rho11 m n f  os ti board of equoliimion on the fw r fh  Monday of Novemb' 
fw the pvr- of hearing mmploints mwerhing the volwtion of lllacd on m e  r u h v e n t  merrmeni roll, for the poipose of eqwlir ing fhe ~ubsea 
(cIrment roll ond for ollowing or dirolloving excmptionr ond rrbots comploinedof under rhe provisions of this a dfectios the oles=ment of  rope*^ en* 
fox redunan vnder me provirions of X t i o n r  61-117 t h r d  63.125, ldob Code. &Id Awi l  15 foil an o Satvrdoy, Sunday, or legal holidoy, the board 
. . . . . .., . . ~  .~ . .. . . . . . , . . . . .. . . 
UUUS 
REAL PROPERM 
Property situated in Latah Covnfy, Idaho No. tan&, 
1. lnveltment lrrisoted ~ g ~ ; ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~  THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE. 2. lnvetment ~rrigoted G,.;~ 
3. lnvnt-t Non-lrrboted A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  
4. 1"Mtrnrn Dry Grolinp 
AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 5. lnvatrnnt Timber 
6. Investment Reproduwion 
7. Reforcrtotion 
8. Mineml 
9. Sfmding Timber lamed repatote from ion. 
10. Residence Lots ood-a kreoge (inride city Limitr) 
11. Canmercial Lots ad* ,  krenpe (Inride City Limitr) 
12. ladustriot Lots and*, kcwe 
(Inride City Limits) 
13. Rural S+livirianr 
- 4 Recrmtnoml 14-1. Cihw Rurol Lon& 
14-2. Wottellsrdr w Roads 
IMPROVEMENTS ON L M O  A N D  LOTS 
u l ~ m a n  l a  99167 15. Rurol lothw mom mmrrrcio~ ood indmr i~ l l  ond wrof subdivisions) 
16. Residences (Inside City ~imit. Ooly) 
17. b m m n r i a l  Illaide City Limits Only) 
17-1. Buildinsron Lecaed t a d  
18. I h i r i o l  (Inside City Limir. Only) 
19. On Rural Subdivirioh 
20. Utility S e t a s  Ilocally orseued) 
20.1 .  On 0 t h ~  Rural L o d r  
41 3 
1,096* 
m t y  bar been completed and shall olw, hwr m d  determine cemploint. upon allowing or d i r o ; l o w i ~  hardship exemntitiolr mder Sec. 63.10588. Idaho Code. The 
'recess" but m t  o f f~ ia l l v  diovrn or o boordof equoiizatbn until f hewond  Monday of July, at which time if murt hove rompteted its business. 
TAXPAYER'S 1977 VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
Property situoted in b t o h  County, Idaho 
THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE. 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
Gera ld  E Weitz 
PO Box 586 
P o t l a t c h  I D  83855 
45 
39.68 ac Tax #3458 NgNE 8 40 5 

~- ~ - 
VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE 
ME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER; 
- 
:oward Schoepflin 
:t 1 Box 12 
' i o l a  D 82872 
45 
Z0.16 ac NINE; SINE 8 40 5 
REAL PROPERTY - LAND 
Clers 
No. 
I. ln~aitment irriaoted Aericviturol 
2. lnvestmeni lrrigofed Grazing 
3. investment Non-irrigated Aericui!uiol 
4. investment Meodw 
5. invertmen1 Dry Grazing 
6 Investment Timber 
7. lnverrmeni Reproduction 
8. Refoiertotion 
9. Minerd 
10. Stonding Timber fowned sepaiafe 
i I. Recreational Sites 
12. Ruroi Residential Trrnr 
13. ~ " r a i  cammer~ial Trans 
14 Rural lodvririol T r m r  
is. nur.! &bdiui,ionr Residentisll Lafr a d b r  A o w e  
16. Ruiol S u b d i v i ~ i o ~  Commercial lofr andlor AFreoser 
17. Rvrol Subdivisions industrial Lots andlor Acreoga 
18. Other Rural Lond 
19. Waste [chrwgeonly (public rightsof way) 1 
20. Reridentiol Lots ondlor k r e o g a  - (inridecity limits1 
21. Commercial Lots ondioi Acreoger - (insidecity limits) 
22. ~ d u s t i i o l  Lois mdior krws,- (inside city limits) 
TAL 
IMPROVEMENTS 
32. lmpmvementr on Cotego~ia 1 ihrough9 
33. improvements an Category i 1 
34. lmpmvements on Category 12 
35. impiovemenfr on Cotegory 13 
36. ' improvements en Category 14 
37. Improvement% on Category 15 
38. improvemenir on Cotegory 16 
. . 
46: k b i i e  ~ o m e r  
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
55. Boots 
56. Conrtiuoion Moihinsry, Twlr  ond Esuipmenl 
57. Eqvitier in Stole Lond (eyt in 2 inrt. Sec. 63.13021 
58. Form Machinery, Taolr ond &yipmen1 
59. hrrollure and Fixtvra 
M. improvements on Roilrood Rightr of Way 
6 Improuements by Letsee other t h m  Cotegory 62 
62. Leorehold irnprovemsntr l o c m d  on Fed. Gor't.. Stote 
and lndion Land (pyt in 2 in.,. Sec. 63-13021 
63. b e i w  Mochinew. Twls ond Equipmenr 
M. Mining Machinery. Twlr  and Equivsnt  
65. Mobile Home 
39. lmpiovemenir on Category 17 
40. improvemantr on Cotegory 18 
Ai. impiavemenir on Category 20 
42. improvemen% on Cotegory 21 
43. lmprovementr on Caiegory 22 
44. improwmentr on Exempi Lood 
45. U~i l i tv  Suslems Llocoliv aarsrredl 
RATiO OF ASSESSMENTOF 18.7% 
- 
/ 66. Net Piofit of M i n n  67. operarine prop en^ (arses%ed by STC orlessor I identifirmion only) 68. Other Mixeiloneous Mchhinery, Twlr ond Equipment 69. Recreotionai Vehicles 
ASSESSED VALUATION 
70. Renerrotiana and Ememenis 
71. Signs and Sigoboordr 
72. Tanks, Cylinders. Vsuelr (kegs vats, eic.1 
MARKET VALUATION ASS 
EXEMPT PROPERTY 
81. Re01 ondlor Perlonal 
IN  CASE OF ERROR-NOTIFI THE ASSESSORS OFFlCE 
EXAMINE THiS ASSESSMENT BEFORE THE FOURTH MONDAY IN  JUNE 




Pvrrvonl to %. 63.401, Idaho Code, the board of countr commirrianeis of Lotoh b u n t y  meets ar o Boord of Eqvoiizofi~n on the 3rd &"doy d eoch monih of the 
eni from Jbnwiy up io the fourth b n d o r  .f J W ~ ,  for !he purple of hearing mmpiointr "pan volucnionr of property. and for the purporc d ~qusliiring a~sesmenir of 
,mpeny oo the real and perranai propeny osseramsnt rolll; and ~ h o l i  meet on $he founh Monday of June ro complefe the wuall20iion of vrs~sunoot of oil real 04 perwnol 
,iooeny which has wt ye? been esuoiied. U p n  meeving to compiovc the ~ q u o i i ~ ~ t i ~ ~  of QIscssment, the board %hail continue in zesion irom doy to day vntil osrerrment 
,, . . i -((. i i.i:- .--*inn. ,.nr(nr cnr 61.10988 i d ~ h o  6de .  The 
TAXPAYER'S VALUATION~ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
- Gerald f i e i t s  
PO Box 586 
P o t l a t c h  SD 83855 
45 
19.84 ac  p a r t  o f  Tax #3458 NWNW; 
E&NE; 10 ac  N 330' o f  NENW 8 4 0  5 
REAL PROPERTY - LAND 
Cl-r 
NO. 
1. lnvertment irrigated Agriculfuml 
2. lnvertment I r i l ga fd  Grazing 
3. invertmeoi Non.irrigofed Agric~ituroi 
4. lnvertment Meadow 
5. lnveflment Dry Grazing 
6. lnveaiment Timber 
7. lnvertment Reproduction 
8. Reforertoiion 
9. Mineral 
10. Standing Timber (owned aeporatefram iood) 
11. Recreotlonol Sites 
12. Rum1 Residentioi Trocia 
13. Rum1 Cammeiciai Tianr 
IMPROVEMENTS 
32. improvements on Catwarier 1 through 9 
33. Improvements on Catesory l i 
34. imilrovemenfl on cotegory 12 
35. Improvements on cotegory 13 
36. Improvemenfa on Casegory 14 
37. imoiovemenlaon Coieuoiv 15 
45. Utility Systems (locdly orrerred) 
46. Mobile Homes 
PERSONAL PWPEmY 
55 h",. 
38. lmbmvemenfaon &t&o& 16 
39. Improvement. on catwow 17 
RATIO OF ASSESSMENT OF 18.7% 40. improvemenrs on Cotegory 18 
41. lmpiovementr on Cotwow 20 
- 42. Impiouementa en Cofqory 21 
.. . . -. 
35. Canr l r~o  sn Macn n u v ,  Iw i on0 Eqi  prrcnl 
57 E q v i t o l  n S!o!s Lond .pi? n 2 ' n ~  k. 63.1302. 
58 Form Uwh~nery,  :au.saro Eq.lgmwnl 
59. F"," ,"f" >ra F A,.,", 
CLASS 
60. Improvements on Roilrood Rights of Way 
6 improvements by Lessee other than 6 t e g o v  62 
62 .ea%si-~ia mprovsmenl, mot& on Fed &r't.. S,am 
ono 1nd:on .and ,or? n 2  lost. Spc 63.1302) 
03.  k a l r r ,  wwh;ncrv. ioo I ond EQL omm, 
44. lmnrovemeofr on Exmot Land 
ACRESlLOTS 
M. ~ i n i n g ~ e ~ h i ~ ~ ~ ; i ~ i ~  and ; i p m ~ ~ +  
65. M i l e  Homer 
&. Net Piofit of Miner 
67. Operating Propeny losserred by STC orrerxlr 
idantificotian only) 
68. Oihsr Miwsilsmeau. Mmhinery, Tmlr ond Equipmenf 
69. Recreational Vehicles 
MARKET VALUATION 
70. R~serv~flanr and Ecuementr 
7 Signs ond Signboar& 
72. Tonks, Cylinders. Versds (kegs. vorg etc.) 
ASSESSED VALUATiON 43. lmprovemenlr on Cotegory 22 
I EXEMPT PROPERTY 81. Real andlor Ps rsml  
a A M l N E  THIS ASSESSMENT. IN CASEOF ERROR-NOTliY THE ASSESWRS OFFICE 
BEWRE THE FOURTfI MONDAY I N  JbNE. 
PROPERTY IS LISTED BY CLASS NUMBERS PLEASE CHECK YOUR ASSESSMENT NUMBER D lSCRl~ tON LISTED AT THE TOP RIGHT 
CQ 
0 
m t  To k. 63-401. idoho Cade, *he boord of county mmmiuionerr of Lotoh County meerr m o b a r d  of Equolirorion on the 3id Monday of e e h  month of ihc 
Yeor from Januov up to !he fovnh Monday of June, for the puipo3e of hearing mmplolnir upon valumionr of propeny, ond for the purpose of equalizing mrersmentr of 
PmPeny an the real and perlono1 Propeity olresmenf rolls; ond rhoil-meet on the fourth Monday d June to mmplete the equalization of ostesment of all real and permno1 
ProPenv which har no, yet been equaiiied. Upon meeting to ~ampiete the ~ ivo l izo i ion of ar~essmeni, the boord xhaii continue in rearion from dou tn dov ~ ~ n t i t  n.,i.,.in-l.. 
TAXPAYER'S VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
THIS IS N O T  A NOTICE O F  TAXES DUE 
IAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
- 
Tnei R Rogers  
NW 200 Windus St 
Pullman pa 99163 
REAL PROPERTY - LAND 
ciarr 
No 
6. lnvo%+mont Timber 
7. Investment Repmd~nion 
8. Refoieslofian 
9. Mineroi 
io. Sfonding Timber bwned reparote fmm land) 
i i. Recrsotionol S i t s  
12. Rum1 Reridemild Trcrtr 
13. Rvrol Commercial Tracts 
14. Rural lndurtriol Trcrtr 
15. Rurcll Subdivirionr Raidentioi Lots ondlor Acreage 
16. Rvroi Subdivisions bmmerdol  Lots andlor Aciawer 
17. Rvrol Subdivirionr induitriol Lots andlor Actewer 
18. Other Rurol lnnd 
19. W a t e  [areweonly  (public rights of woyl 1 
20. Reridentiol Lor* andior Acreass - linrideciry limits1 
21. bmmercial Lots andlor A c r e w s -  l i n r i de~ i t y  limits1 
22. 1ndurtri.l Lots andlor A c r w a  - lindde city limirsl 
- 
b - 
4&'unuont ro Sec. 63.401. ldoho Code, the booid of muniy commissionerr of Lotah b u n t v  meets iir o Boord of Esvaiirmion on the 3rd Monday of -h monlh of the 
from Jbnmiy up to !he f o ~ r i h  h n d a y  of hne, for the purpose of hecring cornploints ~ o i ~ a t i o o $  f pioperiy, ond for the p v i p ~ ~ e  of qvoiizing olse%lmenll of 
propeny on the r-I and persand piapeny or$ermeni roils; and ~ h o i i  meet on ihe fourth wodar  of ~"ne 70 ~ o ~ p l = ~ e t h s  equalizofion of onesment of oil real and peranol 
, . I 1  . . .. . - . "  '.-- >- .. 4. .,-. ;, "" m%<,"a,,, 
iMPROVEMENTS 
32. improvements on Cotegorier I thiovgh 9 
33. lm~rovementr on Categoiy 11 
34. lm~mvemenfr on Cotegory 12 
35. Impmvementr on Cotegory 13 
35. lmprovementr ~n Cofqory 14 
37. Improvements on Cafegory 15 
38. Impmvemenfr on Cotegory 16 
39. lmerov~nsnf% on Cofegory 17 
40. Impiorement$ on Cafegoiy 18 
41. Im~iorementr on Category 20 
42. lmprovemanir ~n Cof~gory 21 
43. lrnprovemenfr on Corqory 22 
M. Improvements onExmp i  Lond 
45. Utility Systemr (iocoiiy orresred) 
46. Mobile Homer 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
55. Booir 
56. b n r i r ~ n i o n  Mochinery, Tools ond Equipmen! 
57. Equities in Stote Land ipyt in 2 inst. k. 63-13021 
58. Form Mcrhinery, Twlr and Esvipmenl 
59. Furniture and Fixturn 
60. Improvnnents on Roilroad Rights of Way 
61. Imprevementr by Lessee other ihon Cofegoiy 62 
62. Lmrehold improvements Iwiried on Fed. Gv't., State 
end indian Lend (pyt in 2 inst. 5ec. 63.13021 
a. Logging Mochineiy, Tmlr and Equipment 
M. Mining kchlnery, Tools and Eqvipnent 
65. Mobile Ham- 
&. Net Profit d Miner 
67. Opaioring Pmperm (asrersed by STCarretror 
idenfincotion only1 
68. Other Mixello-us Mahioery, Tmlr and Eqvipment 
69. Racreofionoi Vchiclor 
.70. Rerervafbns and E-mentr 
71. Signs and Sienbooids 
72. Tanks, Cylinders Veuels (kegs, vats, erc.1 
EXEMPT PROPERTY 
81. Real ondlor P e r m ~ I  
RATIO OF ASSESSMENTOF 18.7% 
- - 
I N  CASE OF ERROR-NOTIFY THE ASSESFR'S OFFiCE 
EXAMINE T H ~ S  ASSESSMENT. BEFORE THE FOURTH MONDAY IN J ~ N E .  
PROPEnY IS LISTED BY CLASS NUMBERS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ASSESSMENT NUMBER DIXRiPTION.LISTED AT THE TOP RIGHT 
ASSESSED VALUATION 
5 84  4,337 81 1 
3 ,  Q4Q 568 7 76 
3TAL 160* 79377* 1,379* 
MARKET VALUATION ILASS ACREyLOTS 
. .. . 
TAXPAYER'S VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE 
4AME AND ADDRESSOF OWNER: 
- - 
HeuraPd Schoepfl . ia~ 
Rt 1 Box 12 
VAola 19 82872 
qT 
20.16 ac N'RNE; SWNE 8 4 0  5 
. . 
NO . 8 7 9 7  
REAL PROPERTY -. LAND 
Clorl 
NO. 
I. Invertmeof lirigated Agiicuitural 
2. invertmenl litigated Gcazinq 
3. lnvelimeoi Nan-irrigoled A9ri<"i,"rsli 
4. Inres$meni Meodor 
5. 1nvertment Dry Groring 
6. lnverlmenf Timber 
7. inves,menr Reoroduoion 
8. ReIoierta8ion 
9. Mineral 
10. Slooding Timber (awned ieparole from land) 
1 1. R~reationol Siter 
12. Rum1 Residenriol Trocir 
13. Rural Commercial Trocrr 
14. Rugel lndustriol Trocts 
15. Rvral Subdivisionr Relidenti01 Lola and/or Acceoge 
16 Rural Subdivirianr Gmmerciol Lois oodlor A c r e ~ e r  
17. Rural Subdivirbnr lndurrriol Lolr ondloi Acreaqer 
18. Other Rural Land 
19. Warie [onreage only (public rights of way) ] 
20. Reiidenticll Lots endlor kreoger  - (inside city limits) 
21. Gmmercisll Lois ondlor Acreages - (inride city limits) 
22. I"d"*tii.l Lots ondlor Acreoger- (inride city limitr) 
IMPROVEMENTS 
RATIO OF ASSESSMENT OF 19% 
JTA L 
I 
M. Ne, Profit of Mines 
67. Opeiating Piopeny lessened by STC orsenroc 
identifico>ion only) 
68. Other Milcelloneova Maihlnety, Toois ond Equipment 
6 Recreational Vehicles 
70. Rerervoiions ond Ememeorr 
71. Signr ond Signboard* 
72. Tonks. Cylinders. Vesreii (kegs, v o i ~  etc.) 
:LASS 
EXEMPT PROPERTY 
81. Real ondloi Peironol 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT. 
1 ACRES~LOTS 
I N  CASE OF ERROR-NOTIFY THE ASSESSORS OFFICE 
BEFORE THE FOURTH MONDAY IN  JUNE. 
3 a ~ E ~ ~ ~  IS LISTED BY CLASS NUMBERS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ASSESSMENT NUMBER DISCRIPTION LISTED AT THE TOP RIGHT 
3 
a 
~ . ~ r s ~ , o n i  I,- k -r3 no, ir(nho cnde hnoid 06 F ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~  rommlrrloner5 of iotnh Counvv meesr or o Boord of huoiixo~lnn on she ?id ~nnda.  oi eoch mon~h of ihe 
MARKET VALUATION ASSESSED VALUATION 
1979 
TAXPAYER'S VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
THIS IS NOT A NOTICE OF TAXES DUE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
Gerald r ~ e i t z  - .- ...,. , 
PO Box 586 
. . P o t l 8 t ~ h  8 3 8 3  
49 .-, 
19.84 ac p a r t  o f  Tax #3458 NWNE; 
EHNE; 10 ac  N 330' o f  NENW 8 40 5  
I. inveilmeni irrigated Asricuituroi 
2. inverimenf iriigaied Gioiing 
3. invesment Non.irrigoted Agriculturd 
d. Inveifmen, Maodw 
5. lnveifment Dry Gioring 
6. lnverlmenf Timber 
7. lovestment Repmducfian 
8. Ref0resiaii.n 
9. Mineroi 
10. 5ionding Timber (owned repoiate from Iondl 
I I. R~reorionoi Sites 
12. Rurol Reidenti01 Trxis 
13. Rviol Commeiciol Tracts 
14. Ruiol Indus$rinl Troctr 
15. Rvrol Subdivision. Reddenviol Lots ondlor Acreage 
16. Ruroi Subdivisions bmmerciol Lois andlor Acreoger 
17. Rurol Subdivisions Indurtriol Lot$ ondlor Acreages 
18. Other Ruiol Land 
19. W o s e  [ocieaseonlv (public rights of woyl ] 
20. Residentioi Lots ondlor Acieoger - (inside city iimitr) 
21. bmmer i io l  Lots andlor Acieoge$- (in5ide city limits) 
22. lndurtriai Lot* andlor Acrwges - (inside city l imi ir l  
IMPROVEMENTS 
32. improvemenir on Categon- I through 9 
33. lm~rovementa on C a i ~ i o r v  11 
I ~ ~ PERSONAL PROPERTY 
3. lmbrovementr on co iGor l12  
35. lmprovemenll an Coregory 13 
36. lrnproremenla on Category 14 
37. Improuemen,. on cotegory 15 
38. Impiovementr on Catwary 16 
66. Net Profit of Mine, 
67. Opaiafing fropeny lorressed by STC arrestor 
identification only) 
68. Other Miweiloneous Mochioery, Tools and Equipment 
69. Recreotionai Vehicler 
70. Rerervorioor and Earements 
71. Sgnr and Signboar& 
72, Tanks. Cylinder$. Vessels (kegs. votb erc.i 
39. improvements on Cotegory 17 
40. lmilrovement$ on Category 18 
41. 1mpmvemcnt. on category 20 
42. impr~vemenis an Cofegoiy 21 
43. Impiovemenf~~n Cotegoiy 22 
44. improvement% on Exempt Land 
45. Utility Sylemr (locoily assessed) 
46. Mabile X o m r  
.RATIO OF ASSESSMENT OF 19% 
- 
32 47 237 8,975 
3 8.3 1,794 341 
5 1.7 9 4 18 
7 99.84 7,488 1,423 
)TAL 109.84% 56,6134 10,757* 
UEMPT PROPERTY 
81. Reoi ondior Penon01 
CLASS 
55. hat. 
54. bnriruci ian Mochioeiy, TWIS and ~quipmeni 
57. Equities in Siafe Lond lpyt in 2 iort. k. 63.1302) 
58. Form Mochineiy, Tooir ond Equipment 
59.   it^^^ ood F ~ X ~ V ~ W  
tQ. improvansnt. on Roilrood Rights of way 
61. improvements by ~ersae other than category 62 
62. Leorebld imorouements located on Fed. Cov't.. Stote 
ond indioo Lond (pyt in 2 inst. Sec. 63.13021 
63. M  Mining Logging Machinery, Machinery, Toalr Tools and ond Equipment Equipment 
65. Mobile Homer 
FXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT. I N  CASE OF ERROR--NOTIF( THE ASSESSORS OFFI'CE 
BEFORE THE FOURTH MONDAY I N  JUNE. 
PROPERTY IS LlSTED BY CLASS NUMBERS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ASSESSMENT NUMBER DISCRIPTION LISTED AT THE TOP RIGHT 
- 
a GI 
funuOn8 la Sec. 63.401, idoho Code. The boaid of muniy commirrionei$ of Lcah County meet5 ar o h o i d  of Eqvolizofion on the 3rd k n d a r  of e o b  month of the 
Yeor fim Jbnuorr up to she fovrch Mondor of June. far ihc purpose of heoring compioinis upon voivoiions of propeiiy, ond for ihe purpore of quolixing airerrmen8s of 
nron*nv "" 'hn .".A *"A ^"..^^^I -. ".." ..,.. .r .., , . .i. ,. . &  .,..,. i 
ACREYLOTS MARKET VALUATION ASSESSED VALUATION 
. ,. . 
TAXPAYER'S VALUATION ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
PROPERTY SITUATED IN LATAH COUNTY, IDAHO 
\ME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
REAL PROPERTY -- LAND 
Cloir 
No. 
I .  1nveriment lrrisoied A~igriculturnl 
2, 1nverimeni lirigoied Grazing 
3. rn~eatment Non-irrigated Agricvicvral 
4,  inve5tment Meodaw 
5. lnveltmeni Dry G r ~ i i n g  
6. lnverlment Timber 
7. Invettment Re~ iodv~ t ion  
8. Reforeriofisn 
9, Mineiol 
10. Smnding Timber (owned reporote from lend) 
11. Recreotionol Siier 
12. Rural Reriden,i.l i rcrrr  
13. Rural Commercicll Trans 
14. Rural lndurlrial Tracts 
15. Rurol Subdiuirionr Rerideniiol lots andlor Acreage 
a .  Rural Subdivisions Gmmeiciol Lois andlor Acrewer 
17. Rurol Subdivisions i ndu~r io l  Lois ondioi Acreages 
18. Other Rural Land 
19. waste [acreage only cpubiic rights of woyi I 
20. Reridenliol Lois ondior AEreogs - linride city limits) 
21. bmmerciol Lois ondlai Acrewe%- linride city limits) 
22. lndurtrial Lots ondlor AEceoge- lintideciry limits) 
ROPERTY IS LISTED BY CLASS NUMBERS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ASSESSMENT NUMBER DISCRIPTION LISTED AT THE TOP RIGHT 
W 
. , 
~ ..... IMPROVEMENTS 
. * -  
.- ,. .{+ 32. lmpiovementr on Cmtegoiin 1 throwh 9 33. lmprovementr on Cotegory 11 $F. 34. impr.vements on cotegory 12 
. Improvements on Coregory 13 
36. Impmrcmeots on Coregory 14 
0 
avo-! to X. 0.401. ldoho Code, ?he board of ~~~~t~ commisrionen of ~ a i ~ h  b u n t y  meets 0s D Boaid of Equolizotion an ,he 3rd Mondoy of each mansh of the 
eor from ibnuary up ?o ,he fourth Monday of iunc, for the of hearing complointr upon volvolianr of properly, ond for the pvrpoze d quo1izi.e OIlerrmentl of 
r- +i- .-mi m r r i  n@rv.-o3 nrooerlr orse,lmenv iaiis.; ,hnii on the fourih mndoy  05 iuoe to complete h e  q u o l i ~ c l ~ i o n  f ayessment o f  all real ond oerronol 
, . ., .:, "-. 
37. Improvement$ an Cotegory 15 
38. Impmvemenra on b iego rv  16 
39. lmpr~vemenfr on Category 17 
40. Improvemenfs on Cafegory 18 
41. Impravemsnt$ on Category 20 
42. Improvement% on Cotegory 21 
43. lmprovsmenfs oo Coiegary22 
44. improvements an Exempt Lond 
45. Vtility Systems (bcally osmrsdl 
46. .Mobile Homa 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
55. Boots 
56. Gnrtrucfion Mochinery, Tcalr and Esuipmant 
57. Equities in Stme L ~ n d  (pyt in 2 ins. X. 63-1302) 
S8. Form Machinery, Toair ~ n d  Eqvipm~nt 
59. Furniture ond Fixtures 
60. Improvements on Ro i lmd  Oighl$d Wey 
61. lmprav~meofs by  Lasee other thon Category 62 
62. ~ ~ i a e h a l d  improvement, ~ o c o r d  on ~d. Cav'r., Stole 
ond Indian Lond (py1 in 2 inst. k. 63-1302) 
a* lo9gi.e Mochinery, Tmls ond Equipment 
64. Mining Mochinery. Tcalr ond Equipnent 
65. h'ebil? Homer 
M. Net Pro*, of Miner 
67. operating ~ r o p e n y  losrsred by STC osssror 
identification only) 
as. Ogher Miwelloneour Machinery. Tools and Equipment 
69. Recieorionol Vehicles 
70. Reservations ond Ememenir 
71. Signs ond Signboards 
72, Tanks, Cylinders. Vewels {kegs, vats, etc.1 
EXEMPT PROPERTY 
81. R e 1  ondlor Peirooal 
RAT10 OF ASSESSMENT OF 19% 
-
IN CASE OF ERROR-NOTIFT THE ASSESSORS OFFICE 
EXAMINE THIS ASSESSMENT. BEFORE THE FOURTH MONDAY I N  JUNE. 
ASSESSED VALUATION 
84 4,771 906 5 
7 76 3,800 722 
5TAL 160* 8,571* 1,628* 
! 
MARKET VALUATION ASS ACREYLOTS 

.P 
4 CI .t.' Z L 
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R t  1 Box 12 





T O T A L  MARKET 
V A L U A T I O N  S U M M A R Y  S H E E T  
DATE 7 / 2 8 / 8 3  
PARCEL RP40N05WO60008A PROPERTY ADORE SS 
E F F E C T I V E  DATE 2 / 1 2 / 6 2  E X P I R E  DATE 0/00/00 CAT QUANTITY U N I T  VALUE 
NAME WEITZI GERALD E 
1345 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD 
V I O L A  I D  83872 
DESC 19.84 AC PART OF TAX 83458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330.  
OF NENW 
8 40 5 
TOTALS ------- ------ 
109,840 8 1 0 9 r 5 1 5  
TAX CODE AREA 45-00 




PHOTO 2 ZONE 
DEED 2-NEW 01 D 
S U B D I V I S I O N  0 0 0 0  





20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1352 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
5 14900 AC 1017 
6 1995 45260 AC 22042 
TOTALS 60160 23059 
Fl=HeLp F3xExi.t F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
Py - I  MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY i ,  
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 1995 
NAME~ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1348 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT 
3 7300 AC 1727 
5 1700 AC 98 
7 1995 99840 AC 13578 
10 1000 AC 9803 
TOTALS 109840 181694 138876 50000 
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
HS MRKT 
P$ ; MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY- i ,  
PARCEL: RP 40N05W081038 A HISTORY YEAR 1996 
NAME/ADDRESS 
SCHOEPFLIN, HOWARD 
1352 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
5 14900 AC 1062 
6 1995 45260 AC 26975 
TOTALS 60160 28037 
Fl=Help F3sExit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
P "i MASTER/HISTORY INQUTRY. I~ 
(, 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 1996 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
1348 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
3 7300 AC 1804 
5 1700 AC 102 
TOTALS 109840 191418 138876 50000 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7zLEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 




20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1352 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT KO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
5 14900 AC 1062 
6 1995 45260 AC 31320 
TOTALS 60160 32382 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7zLEGAL F8=CAT 'F~~;=MAS'~ER 
L 
P y  T~ MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 1997 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1348 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
3 7300 AC 1876 
5 1700 AC 102 
7 1997 99840 AC 17073 
10 1997 1000 AC 16750 
TOTALS 109840 192289 138876 50000 
F l = ~ & l ~  F3zExl . t  F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL FS=CAT F12=MASTER 
- 
PT 'A MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY i 




2 0 . 1 6  AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 4 0  5 
1 3 5 2  SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 4 5 0 0 0 0  
VIOLA I D  8 3 8 7 2 - 9 7 3 6  
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE KO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
5 1 4 9 0 0  AC 1 0 6 2  
6 1 9 9 5  45260  AC 33673  
TOTALS 60160  3 4 7 3 5  
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7zLEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 1998 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1348 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
3 7300 AC 1876 
5 1700 AC 102 
7 1997 99840 AC 17971 
10 1997 1000 AC 16750 
FlzHelp F3=Exit FG=NEXT HISTORY- F7zLEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PA: -'I MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY, 
I I 




20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1352 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT XS MRKT 
5 14900 AC 1062 
6 1995 45260 AC 34126 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PA( "'1 MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 1 9 9 9  
NAKE/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
1 9 . 8 4  AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1 / 2  NE; 1 0  AC N 3 3 0 '  
OF NENW 
1 2 2 4  SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 4 5 0 0 0 0  
VIOLA ID 8 3 8 7 2 - 9 7 3 6  
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
3 7 3 0 0  AC 1 8 7 6  
5 1 7 0 0  AC 1 0 2  
7  1 9 9 7  9 9 8 4 0  AC 1 8 4 7 0  
1 0  1 9 9 7  1 0 0 0  AC 1 6 7 5 0  
TOTALS 1 0 9 8 4 0  2 0 0 6 2 9  1 4 5 8 1 9  5 0 0 0 0  
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT FlZ=MASTER 




20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1352 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTI;SY UN VALUE HO MRXT HO EXMP CB MRKT xs MRKT 
5 14900 AC 1062 
6 1995 45260 AC 30732 
TOTALS 60160 31794 
F1-Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 2000 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1224 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
3 7300 AC 1876 
5 1700 AC 102 
7 1997 99840 AC 17871 
10 1997 1000 AC 16750 
TOTALS 109840 200030 145819 50000 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=l?EXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W081038 A HISTORY YEAR 2001 
NAME/ADDRESS LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
SCHOEPPLIN, HOWARD LIVING TRST 20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1210 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
6 2001 60160 AC 37780 
TOTALS 60160 37780 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008A .HISTORYYEAR 2 0 0 1  
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ. GERALD E  
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
1 9 . 8 4  AC PART OF TAX #3458  
NWNE; E  1 / 2  NE; 1 0  AC N  3 3 0 '  
OF NENW 
1224  SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000  
VIOLA ID 83872-9736  
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
7  2 0 0 1  9 6 8 4 0  AC 1 6 7 5 3  
1 0  2 0 0 1  1 0 0 0  AC 20500  
1 8  2 0 0 1  1 2 0 0 0  AC 24000  
31 2 0 0 1  1 6 0 5 5 4  1 6 0 5 5 4  5 0 0 0 0  
TOTALS 1 0 9 8 4 0  3 0 3 0 7 1  1 6 0 5 5 4  5 0 0 0 0  
Fl=Help F3=Exit FG=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
' "L MASTER/HISTORY INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W081038 A HISTORY YEAR 2002 
NAME/ADDRESS 
YEATTS, RAYMOND L 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
20.16 AC NWNE; SWNE 
8 40 5 
1210 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
6 2001 60160 AC 35615 
TOTALS 60160 35615 
Fl=Help F3=Exit FG=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT FlZ=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 2002 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1224 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
7 2001 96840 AC 16269 
10 2001 1000 AC 20500 
18 2001 12000 AC 24000 
31 2001 194716 160554 50000 
TOTALS 109840 302587 160554 50000 
FY.=Belp F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W081038 A HISTORY YEAR 2003 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, & SONS LLC 
1410 SOUTH MAIN 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.70 AC NWNE LESS TAX #6243 
SWNE 
8 40 5 
CODE AREA 450000 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRXT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
7 2003 59700 AC 9552 
TOTALS 59700 9552 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL FS=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 2003 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1224 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTXTY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRXT HS MRKT 
7 2001 96840 AC 15494 
10 2001 1000 AC 22500 
18 2001 12000 AC 24000 
31 2001 194716 160554 50000 
TOTALS 109840 303812 160554 50000 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT FlZ=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W081038 A HISTORY YEAR 2004 
N~E/ADDRESS 
WEITZ, & SONS LLC 
1410 SOUTH MAIN 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.70 AC NWNE LESS TAX #6243 
SWNE 
8 40 5 
CODE AREA 450000 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
7 2003 59700 AC 8955 
TOTALS 59700 8955 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT F12=MASTER 
PARCEL: RP 40N05W080008 A HISTORY YEAR 2004 
NAME/ADDRESS 
WEITZ. GERALD E 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
19.84 AC PART OF TAX #3458 
NWNE; E 1/2 NE; 10 AC N 330' 
OF NENW 
1224 SADDLE RIDGE ROAD CODE AREA 450000 
VIOLA ID 83872-9736 
CAT RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT HS MRKT 
7 2001 96840 AC 14526 
10 2001 1000 AC 22500 
18 2001 12000 AC 24000 
31 2001 194716 160554 50000 
TOTALS 109840 302844 160554 50000 
FS=Help F3=Exit F6=NEXT HISTORY F7=LEGAL F8=CAT FSZ=MASTER 
?wg-2$. 0 5  U2:32p Bearabl aentistry ?nana2?,~  : 
"", &-, &VV-. '..- i u  Lv- i r-- . - . -,-. ., 
28Q5 RUG 24 Pi f  3: 3 1 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at LAW 
324 Main See@ 
P.O. Box 1225 
tewjston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fm) 
1SB 3 21 29 
CharlesABzown@cableow.nei 
Attorney for p la in t i f f s /~m~&f~danQ.  
M DISmCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUD~CIAL DISTRKCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AM) FOR THE C O W  OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WlTZ and COMSUELD ) 
J. WTTZ, husband and w-32 1 
and K?EKZ & SONS, W, a". 1 




C o u n t e r d c f ~ t f ,  ) 
1 
VS. 1 Case%. CV 2004-M0080 
1 
TODD k GEEN and TDMA L. 1 
GREEN. husband and wife. 1 
STEVE& R. SHOOK and MARY E. 1 
SILVERNaLE SHOOK D W  T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. ) 
CASTJ.2, and US. BANK N.A., 1 
) 
Ik&mdanes/ ) AFFlDAVK I34 REFLY TO 
C ~ r m t e r p M f f ~ i .  ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINaS 
S T A E  OF WAX0 1 
: 55 
County of -&"&&+I 
I, HOMER I-ERGUSON, k i n g  first duly sworn on my oarb, depose and say: 
1. Tbnt yow d m t  is mm-t to t d f y  in tbis maner, that I am over age 
of 18, and t.& I make the &%men% herein of my awn pcrsoaal kn6witdgc and belief. 
2. Tbjt yo" afEant I& the Ram pmw Worn Iaez Rogas .as pnsrcm: 
for my canle h 1970 through 1976. 
3. T ~ C  feoces mrmd tkskogcrs pmpaty, inohkgthcnnnfb bouadnry fcncc 
wepe in good repair when my lcm and 1 help& maintain rhem t l u o ~ o u t  the timiion of 
my I=. 
4. That pur affiant had a conversation with H O W  SchwpRin about f e r n  
mpair m d d e n a n e e  ecbniques while 1 leadng ih R~ogm p u p & .  
5. ?hat whpuraffimt was upon the Rogcss property, X did not go mrfh of  
the e+i&g feacc on the no& boundary, ~ M c h  1 pmn.\4d to be thc bundary between thc land 
that I wss lcasiag fromMrs. Rogers and Howard SchoepGp's pmpedy. 
6. %at when your &Ran1 was = p n  th P ?  pmpsy, the n&i.ne few 
on thc northmy boundary was ia good rep&- m d  to me to b vw straight and to hgve 
been w e l t a m e d  and ddiMe& s i W .  Wen thse hactetistitics, the existing f k m  
seemed to ddme the barn between ihe Rogers property nnd Howard Schoepflin's properly. 
WAZD on this _ dey ofAugust, 2005. 
. . 
.. ::..Y*"?;~.$JJ~SWED AM) sw 
. '.\. I ;. : .. ?#- i. 
. . _  - 7  ..,.,. 
"-..rE' .. , .. .:4.:- 
.. , .: - ., . 7': "? '?.. ::: :. 
~. 
< : : 
.' "" $ :* ,..- : 
. .. 
=, . .; l ,.. i q: !, ,? ..', .r' ,. . . . . .. 
_,.* . I, 
Notm Public fbr ldeho 
'?.($@Qsry. .:' ,;? My commission expires on: 
sr P -.+,<.:$,: .-iF..: rzl r.t  1 ro 
*%?'P€ b-;,. 
. .. "%,IU,I~b) 
Cllarlcs A. Blow, hmcby certify that atme and carr&cr copy of ih; foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, 
and deposited in the United States 
- 
Post Office 
sent by facsimile only 
to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
208-882-41 90 - Schwa~n 
- Xllt by facsimile, inailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular f ~ s t  class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magym 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83 843 
Andrew M. Sc l~wm,  E5q. 
Sclwarn Law Office 
5 14 South Polk Skeet # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this J day of August, 2005 & 
AFFIDAVIT IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADXNGS 
A S  8 .n_ l ihnn I  o 2 @ c  Obi 907 
cl~;~v!es A. Bmwii. Fq. 
p.0. Bm 12251324 Mllil St. 
~ c v i s i o n ,  lilsbo 83501 
2as.14~.99dlnoa.766~IY~6 ([ax) 
CHARLES A, BROWN : I
A ~ ~ O R E ~ E Y  AT IAW 
August 24,2005 
I 
VIA FACSIMILE ONLY TO: 208-883-2259 
Clerk of Dis&ict Court 
Latah County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Dear clerk: i I
Re: ' Weitz et al. +. Green et al., Case No. CV 2004-000080 
! 
Attnched hereto for filing is fhe following document: Affidavit in Replf to Defendants' Pleadings 
(Homer Ferguson). 'I 
'I 
Would you please file this document. The hearing on -this matter is scheduled for August 29,2005. 
Tbanlr you for your consideration. 
Since ely, 
CL 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
CAB:clb 
Enc. 
cc: Robert M. Magyar, Esg. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
hlr. and Mrs. Gerald Weitz IN/ Enc. 
( a s  facsimile consists of ibur (4) pages.) 
324 Main St., P.O. Box 1225, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Office (206) 746-9947 Facsimile 12081 746-5886 
, ~ u b - d d - ~ u u ~  riUN Ud;Jd Yfl VHI  'i b ~ u k r  LHW t IKII 
* , ,  ,, .. 
 ----- 
, / P H A  NU, 3oU' " S j i G q  ! r. U I  
i i' 
2i;C.S hug 25 8bf ID: 45 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Sweet 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, 1D 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
Charlcs~mwn@citblep~~e.nel 
Anomey for PlaintiiFs/Co~terdefendants. 
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL. DISTRICT OF 
TI-IE STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAI-1 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J.  WBITZ, huband and wife ) 
and WElTZ & SONS, U C ,  an 1 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company, ) 
1 
vs. ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. OREEN and TONJA L. ) 
GREkX, husband and wife, ) 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DaNJAL T. ) 
CASTLE m ~ d  CATHERINE C .  1 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., ) 
1 
DeCendantsI ) AFFIDAVR M REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Bm I l 2 S N 4  wds3 Sf. 
L d s t c r n ,  ldMo (L1101 
~&4&~47r?O&ld6-1~6  (h)' 
942 
, Hub-LL-LUU9 I'JVN U L ; j J  YFI VHP 
'; S IUtY LHW t IKrI 8 I -1  .- PHA NU. JbU' ' $184  
ic- ' . i 
STATE OF WASHTNOTON ) 
: SS. 
Counry of ') 
I, Afton Swift, bang first duly sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
1. That these statements are bascd upon my own pcrsonal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That your afiiant was born in 1976 in Moscow, Idaho and lived there from 
1976 to 1981 and 1983 to 1997. 1 lived in Troy, ldaho horn 1981 to 1983. 1 met the Wcitzes in 
1989. 
3. 'J'!xd your aftiant first went snowmobiiing on the perimeter rood within the 
dispulcd area in 1992 and contiilued to ride during winters through early 1996. The perimeter 
road was a signinificantty defied road that could easily accommodate the 48-inch wide ski base of 
the snowmobiles that 1 rode and could even acco~nmodate hw snowmobiles riding side by side. 
4. That your affiant remembers the radio station on the top of the ~ d g c  next 
to the perimeter road 
5. That your &ant remembers the trail that came off the perirncter road R I I ~  
led through tlle blue gate to the main Moscow Mountain road. 
6. m a t  there has never been a "bun around" on the cast end of the perimeter 
road in the area of the blue gate and the perimeter road as it appears today is consistent with my 
observations fnrm 1992 to early 1996. 
7. That your affiant has seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and 
finds them ta be an accurate representation of the perimeter mad as I saw it during the winters of 
1992 ihrouglt. carly 1996. 
8. That your affiaat has seen the attached photograph lablcd Exhibit 2 and 
finds that it docs not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter 
road as being at least eight feet wide. 
d 
DATED on this E'day of Auyst, 2005. 
Hub-LZ-CUUS rlUN U Z : j 3  I'M Vt' H SIUti' LHW k l K f l  
" , ., - P H X  NU. JUl' 'YJlb4 
(-. i l "  
h b? 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this .&-day of August, 2005. 
\\\\l~1'111111,,, 
5 Gf..I,t~~'--o+ $ ~*';,S,&,.*P 2 
.-' .'& 6). a :p S (SEAL) * AUG c: 5 
- 
20 -:*; 
% 2008 2: = 
-;, 6,o.e -g.%  WAS^^!?.. +.-; , $ S 
6, P ..... a,, * ///,+3~ p o  ,\* 
''16111 t ~i\\\\\'' 
I, Charles A. B m w ,  hewby ceitlfy &at a tnre and conect ~ p y  of the foregokg'was: 
- sent by facsimile only 
- 
mailed by regular first class mail, 
and deposited in the Unifed States to: 208-882-1W8 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by Federal Express, - sent by facsimile, mailed by 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 




to: Robert M. Mayyar 
Magyar Law Fim~ 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwrun, Esq. 
Schwam Law Oixce 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow. ID 83843 
on this __ day of August, 2005 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by lacsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
daiid delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
20 1 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this a d a y  of August, 2005. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
P.O. Box 12251324MainSt. 
Lewiston, Idalm 83501 




Chales A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorneys for PIaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
















1 PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
1 MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
1 OF ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
1 MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT AND 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
1 
ERRATA TO PLAINTIFFS' BIUEF W SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
DENYTNG PLAINTTFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT AND REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
Ciiarles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. BOX 12251324Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 343 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and does hereby supply this errata to Plaintiffs' Brief in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideratioil of Order Denying Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Reply to 
Counterclaim dated August 15,2005. 
The plaintiffs request that Exhibit "A" attached hereto be supplemented for page 5 
inthe Plaintiffs' Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Plaintiffs' Motion 
to Amend Complaint and Reply to Counterclaim which referenced as follows: 
mentioned adverse possession in his conments to the Court many 
times. (& pp. 12 to 274 of the Transcript of Proceedings on the 
Preliminary Injunction Hearing on April 15,2005). . . . . 
to correct the reference to the appropriate pages of the transcript of the preliminary injunction 
hearing, which is as follows: 
mentioned adverse possession in his coinments to the Court many 
times. (& pp. 12 & 274 of the Transcript of Proceedings on the 
Preliminary Injunction Hearing on April 15, 2005 which are 
attached hereto). . . . . 
-& 
DATED on this a day of August, 2005. 
Attorney for ~laintiffsi~ounterdefendants. 
ERRATA TO PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
DENYING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT AND =PLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
Cllades A. Broull, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main Sf. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fan) 9 5 0 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
d m a i l e d  by regular first class mail, - sent by Lacsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post OEce 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
+ 
on this &day of August, 2005. 
CLk- 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street i'C 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
E m T A  TO PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
DENYING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT AND REPLY TO COUNTERCLATM - 3 
Charles A. Brown. Esa 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Leyiston, Idaiio 83501 
208-746-99471208.746-5886 
EXHIBIT "A" 
mentioned adverse possession in his comments to the Court many times. & pp. 12 & 274 of the 
Transcript of Proceedings on the Preliminaty injunction Hearing on April 15, 2005 which are 
attached hereto). 
Clearly, therefore, this is an adverse possession case and the defendants know it and 
always have known it. Defendants cannot claim surprise - other than surprise that it was not 
expressly referenced in the original Complaint as they expected. Defendants cannot claim undue 
prejudice: the trial is still two months away, discovery is not yet closed, and the evidence supporting 
the claim has been lcnown to thein at least since the preIiminary injunction hearing (if not before). 
And- as evidenced by the brief submitted in opposition to the Motion to Amend - defendants have 
already researched the law. 
Defendants also have not, and cannot, claim bad faith or dilatory motive. While it 
is true that adverse possession was not expressly referenced in the original Complaint, there is no 
evidence that the omission was an conscious effort to "sandbag." 
Plaintiffs' present attorney believes that the adverse possession claim should be 
explicitly raised. Under Rule 15(a) and Idaho case law, there is no reason to deprive the plaintiffs 
of .the benefit of their current attorney's judgment. Again: "If the underlying facts or circumstances 
relied upon by a plaintiff may be a proper subject of relief, he ought to be afforded an opportunity 
to test his claim on the merits." supra. 
2. The Comalaint, as Amended, would State a Valid Adverse Possession 
Claim. 
As mentioned, the original Complaint sets forth the essential factual allegations 
necessary to state an adverse possessioll claim. The proposed amendment simply ties a legal bow 
around what is already there: 
51. Plaintiffs restate the above allegations as if fully set 
forth here. 
52. That the plaintiffs or their predecessors in title have 
fully and completely satisfied the statutory 
requirements of Idaho Code section 5-210 and its 
interpretive case law in order to establish title to the 
Disputed Property by way ofAdverse Possessioll for 
the continuous 5-year time period required by said 
statute. 
PLAINTIFFS' BRlEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER DENYING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
AND REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 5 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225,324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Iddm 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 953 
- .. . 
., 
. .- 
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1 dates and we were actually looking a t  probably a month 1 THE COURT: You may. 
10 important for me to do it today, I guess is the 
11 operative question. Do you think it would be important 
12 for me to view it today? 
MR. SCHWAM: No, I don't think so. I think 
14 many of these decisions are much more appropriate aRer 1 1' 15 I put  on my case. To be honest with you, I think this 
16 is a situation where pleadings and affidavits they can 1 17 make a case look one way, but testimony helps a lot. 
18 So, my  suggestion would be --  and I don't think it wouid 
1 19 cost us anything to wait until we get through my case 20 today, which I don't think wili take ail that iong. 
21 THE COURT: Alright. I ' m  going to defer a 
22 decision on the two motions. 1 23 Mr. Schwam, do you have an opening statement 
24 t i iat  you wouid iike to make? 
MR. SCHWAM: Yes, I do. 
Paae 9 t c  
a 
10 the law says about how a court of equity should act when 
11 it deals with this situation. I n  doing that, I would 
12 iike to call Your Honor's attention to one of the cases 
13 we submitted, that is the case of Griffei and 
14 Harshbarger Farms versus Reynoids and Reynolds and 
15 others. This is actually a case, I think, upon which 
16 Mr. Landeck relies for his claim that he doesn't even 
17 need a fence. That the fact that this fence is 
18 basically gone, doesn't prevent him'from making his 
19 claims stick because a t  some time in the past there was 
20 a fence and it was acquiesced in. 
21 Has, Your Honor, had an opportunity to find 
22 it? 
23 THE COURT: I have it. 
24 MR. SCHWAM: Okay. I wouid like to turn 
25 Your Honor's attention to the second page. It's very 
12 of 293 
. . 4 06/2012005 01:32:30 i 
2 and'a half. Well, I guess something slid in a little 
3 earlier, but I 've submitted Mr. Osborne's affidavit in 
4 the hope that the Court would take it into consideration 
5 as part of the factual evidence today. I f  the Court 
2 MR. SCHWAM: Okay. Oniy asmaii part of my 
3 opening statement will be devoted to what facts I expect 
4 to produce at this hearing because soon they wiii be 
5 before Your Honor. But I think it's extremely important 
6 that in my opening statement I go through certain legal 
7 aspects of this case in  order to help, Your Honor, view 
8 my evidence as I present it. Rather than have the 
9 evidence sort of come out as iF ail of it has to be 
10 memorized in preparation for my closing argument on the 
I 1  law. And so I have a few things in  addition to what's 
12 been submitted to Your Honor. 
13 This is the front page of a case. I produce 
14 it oniy For the very limited purpose that's highlighted 
15 in yellow, which is highlighted in Mr. Landeck's case. 
16 I think one of the problems that's not perceived by the 
17 Weitzes is that the theory upon which they try to 
18 proceed is an equitable theory. They're asking this 
19 court to do equity. 
20 And 1 think as the facts unfold in this 
21 case, Your Honor will see that there's no need for a 
22 court of equity to interpret these deeds a t  ail. 
23 There's nothing equitabie that needs to be done here in 
24 reiationship to these deeds. And I think that's very 
25 important because I think the other side has really lost 
12 
1 sight of what they're reaiiy doing here. There are only 
2 two legal theories by which land changes hands in Idaho. 
3 One is deeds and the other is the law of adverse 
4 possession as set out in the Idaho Code. Mr. Landeck is 
5 not proceeding under any legal theory here. He's 
6 proceeding under an equitable claim. He's asking a 
7 court of equity to do something tiiat he claims requires 
8 a court of equity to act. 
9 Now, I 'd  like to turn my attention to what 
6 were not to do that, I guess I would ask for leave to 
1 
4 
7 bring Mr. Osborne at some other dab, maybe continue the 
8 hearing, but I think his affidavit and evidence is 
9 important and wouid ask the Court to consider that. 
10 The other i tem that I would like to mention 
11 is that I think a view of the property would be 
12 ultimately instructive to the Court at this juncture as 
13 weii as for trial purposes. And would like to suggest 
14 that we do that before the Court renders its decision in  
15 this matter. 
16 THE COURT: Thank you. 
Mr. Schwam? 
P 
MR. SCHWAM: I don't believe that this is a 
19 hearing that proceeds upon affidavits, but, Your Honor, 
20 controls what evidence you will consider. I would ask 
21 that you simply wait to make that decision untii it's 
22 Mr. Landeck's opportunity to put on his case rather than 
23 have me be in a state where I'm expected, in a sense, t o  
24 deal with Mr. Osborne's affidavit during my case. 1 was 
25 , hoping to put my case on, and then i f  we get to the 
10 
1 point where I need to rebut something in that affidavit, 
2 I was expecting to deal with i t  as if it was part of his 
3 case. Again, you control which evidence comes in. So, 
4 I object, but I recognize Your Honor wiii decide. With 
5 regard to viewing the premises, i f  the Court wishes to 
6 view the premises, the Court wiii, of course, view the 
7 premises. 
8 THE COURT: Well, I -- I have every 
9 intention of viewing the premises, whether it's 
I - 
R i 273 1 who does alter the evidence from this polnt forward is 
2 going to face me on a contempt chance. 
3 MR. SCHWAM: As a total aside, could I ask 
4 the Court that we be allowed to prepare an order to that 
5 effect? 
6 THE COURT: Yes. 
7 MR. SCHWAM: Is  that yes, we can do that? 
8 THE COURT: Yes. 
9 MR. SCHWAM: Okay, I wiii do that. 
10 Now, that having been done, I 'm left with 
11 again my request that -- because my clients are the 
12 owners of record of this land, that those who wish to 
13 use it without my clients' permission should be kept off 
14 it. And certainly given that my ciients were once 
15 prepared to give permission to have these people waik 
16 upon this iand, the fact that they instead of doing that 
17 have done things that really I can only describe as 
18 quite remarkable, tore down trespassing signs, they did 
19 all sorts of things that I feel are remarkable. And 
20 what we have is the assertion from Mr. Landeck that they 
21 won't do i t  anymore. And I believe that instead of an 
22 assertion from Mr. Landeck, my clients are entitled to a 
23 preliminary injunction that says that they should not do 




to restore ownership to my clients. They're lawfully 
entitled to that. And I think now that you've heard the 
evidence Your Honor will conclude that Mr. Landeck has 
an uphill battie, so uphiil that he's not going to make 
it. 
THE COURT:. Thank you, Mr. ~chwam.  
Mr. Landeck? 
MR. LANDECK: Thank you, Your Honor. 
This being a hearing on a preliminary 
injunction requires proof of imminent irreparable harm. 
I believe the record that the Court has been provided 
does not provide facts to demonstrate imminent 
irreparable harm. The slash burning -- collecting and 
burning in 2004 that Dr. Weitz taiked about, the grading 
in 2002 are history, they do not speak to activity that 
has occurred since then, they do not speak to what's 
going to happen in the future. My ciients have 
testified and asserted by affidavit that they will -- 
19 they will not do those activities on this property 
20 pending the resolution of this lawsuit. 
21 There has been substantial evidence af use 
22 by my clients of this property. There has been -- and 
23 that is their recreational use, their --  by foot, by 
24 motorcycle, snowmobile, there's no evidence that that 
about the prior grading that occurred within the -- 
within this area. My clients graded, Jerry Weitz graded 
because the Weitzes believe that the fence line is in 
fact their property line. They do not view themseives 
as trespassers on neighboring iand, they view themseives 
as exercising rights that they've exercised for three 
generations. And -- 
THE COURT: On property that they don't have 
a deed to. 
25 use has caused anydamage to this property, any 
276 
1 irreparable harm. I beiieve that that prior use in 
2 itself, even short of talking about the boundary by 
3 agreement theory, establishes, at a minimum, rights of 
4 -- easement rights of use on this property. It's very 
5 clear that 800 trips through this property in a 20-some 
6 year span and the other uses that Consuelo Weitz 
7 testifies to indicate that my clients have used this 
8 property, they've used it responsibly, they are not 
9 using it irresponsibly and that there has been no 
10 showing of irreparable harm. 
11 THE COURT: I 'm not sure the defendants 
12 would agree with ihat. 
13 MR. LANDECK: Well, they could -- I think 
14 what they disagree with principally is the 2002 grading 
15 of the roadway. And I think the Court's been now told 
Now, possibly Your Honor feels that it does 
274 
1 not do us any harm to have them walk upon that property, 
2 but I think in reality it's irreparable harm when 
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16 really seems to be of the belief that because his 
17 ciients have used other peoples' property for a long 
18 time, that some how they have acquired a right that 
19 becomes legal. I t  will only become legal i f  Your Honor 
20 so rules. And the adverse possession cases make that 
21 clear. They make very clear that the person who ciaims 
22 an adverse possession has noright until he makes his 
23 claims stick in court. 
24 So, since they're not making any economic 
4 permission especially when, if it turns out, that they 
5 ripen their claim into legai ownership. I f  i t  turns out 
6 they do that, that they ripen their claim into legai 
7 ownership that will be because this Court has made an 
8 equitable finding that i t  should place ownership of this 
9 property in them as of the date of the Court's finding. 
10  hey will not have had any ownership rights prior to 
11 that. They may have exercised what appeared to be 
12 ownership rights, but they won't have had any ownership 
13 rights prior to that and that's very important. 
My clients are loosing rights every time 
15 they go upon this land, but they're not. Mr. Landeck 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Maill Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB ii! 2129 
. Cl1ar1esABr0wn@cableone.net 
Attorney for ~JaintiffsiComierdefcndmts. 
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and W E I ~  SONS, LLC, an 1 






VS . Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 1 
GREEN, l ~ u s b a ~ d  and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SIiOOK and MARY E. 
S I L V E W E  SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATI-XERINE C. 1 




COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and submit lhis reply memorand~un in response to the Defendants1 
Chor!cs A Brown. Esq 
P 0 Box 1225i314 M 14" St. 
P L m n F F S '  REPLY BRIEF 1 LcGtoo, ldeha 83501 ZOS-146-99C7~0S-74G-58S6 (re) 
956 
Co~ntsr~laintiFfs' memo ran dun^ in Response to Plaintiffs' B~<cEin Support ofPlai~itiffs' Motion to 
Reconsider. 
A. Futility as a Reason to Deny a Motion to Amend Conlplaint 
In determining whether to allow an amendment to a complaint under Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 15(a), Idaho courts have stated that "In the absence of any apparent or declared 
reason-such as undue delay, bad faiii or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure 
to cure deficiencies by amefidme~lt previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by 
virtue of allowance of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc.-the leave sought sllould, as the 
rules require, be freely given." CarlH: Christensen Family Truslv. Christensen, 33 Idaho 866,571, 
993 P.Zd 1197,1202 (1999). Defendants have declared that the proposed amenanent would cause 
undue prejudice and that the addition of a claim for adverse possession is futile. The issue of why 
the amendment would not be unduly prejudicial to the defendants has been adequately covered in 
plaintif£'$ motion for reconsideration. However, there seems to be confizsion over what constitutes 
"fi~ttlity" in the context of an amendment to a colilplaint. 
The wurls of Idaho have determined on a number of occasions that if a complaint 
states a valid claim then it is not futile. Further, as long a$ i l~e amendment states a valid claim, the 
court may not consider the sufficiency of the evidence supportingthe claim. Duffin v. Idaho Crop 
Improvemenl Ass 'n., 126Idaho 1002,1013,895 P.2d 1195,1206 (1995); Thomas v. Medical Center 
Physicians, P,A.,138 Idaho 200, 210, 61 P.3d 557, 567 (2002). '"i]~ll determining whether an 
amended complaint should be allowed, where leave of the court is required under Ruie 15(a), the 
court may consider whether the new claims proposed to be inserted into the action by the amended 
complaint state a vdid claim." Bluck Canyon Racquetball Club he.. v. Idaho First Nnt 'l Bank 
N.A.,119 Idaho 171, 1.75, 8094 P.2d 900,904 (1991). 
In Maroun v. WyrelessSystepns, Inc., 141 Idaho 604,114 P.3d 974 (2005) the Idaho 
Supreme Comt cited the above cases in determining that it was not pro1,er for the district court to 
require Maroun to produce evidence that the defendants were shareholders or owners of Wyreless 
before permitting the complaint to be amended. In Carl I% Christensen Kzmily Trusrv. Christensen, 
33 Idaho 866, 993 P.2d 1197, (1999) the plaintiff soughtto mend the cornplaint to add a claim for 
fraud. The district court stated that the facts did hot support a claim f o ~  gaud, and again the Idaho 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF 2 
fliiiilcs A. Brawn, Esq. 
P.O.Baa 12251324 Mein St. 
Lewivton. Idaho 83501 
Supreme Court ruled that a motion to amend may not be denied on h.at basis. Considering t l ~ e  
sufficiency of the evidence i s  an abuse of discretion. 
The plaintiffs herein have made a valid claifi for adverse possession. They have 
claimed that the possession of fhe disputed property was open, notorious, contii~uous ,andhostile, 
that f ie  land was protected by asubstantial enclosure and/orusnally cultivated or improved! fiat they 
have paid all taxes, and that these elements all continued for more thantlm five year statutory period. 
Because they have stated avalid claim,the amendment cannot be co~~sideredfutFutjle, and the proposed 
amendment should not be denxlied on that basis. 
B. Five Year Statiitory P ~ i i o d  for Ad~erse Possession 
Another issue which needs clarification is whether the five year statuiory period for 
fulfilling the adverse possession require~nents must be met in the five years immediately preceding 
suit, or whether the five year req~urement may be met in any five year period of possession. While 
this is not important to t l~edetednation of allowing the arne~ldrnent off e complaint to allow ale 
claim of adverse possession, it will be an issue if the amendment is ailowed. Plaintiffs contend, and 
the law supports, that the five year statutory period is met if, during any five continuous years, the 
elements of adverse possession are met. The general ~ l e  is set out at 3 Am. Jur. 2d Adve~se 
p. 
Possession 8 73: "The statutory period of adverse possession need not be forthe prescribed number 
ofyears immediately before suit is brought. This is consistent with the rule that, after expiration of 
the statutory period, the adverse claimant: has a vested right or titIe that is not lost by cessation of 
occupancy of the land." 
'The defendants state that the plaintiffs have n~isread the Idzho case of Pilclzer v. 
Dalrel, 1 15 Idaho79,764 P.2d 446 (1988), butthis is not correct. In that case the district court found 
that a fence had existed from 1968 and 1971 and'was maintained until 1978. Sorneti~ne after that 
the fence had fallen into disrepair, and in some areas only fence posts or post holes were evident. 
The court found that t4e statutoryperiod had been met foraperiod at least ten years prior $0 711e suit. 
The Court of Appeals did not disturb f e  finding. If the law ofIdaho was that the statutory period 
must be met in the five years immediately preceding suit, the court would have over lu~~~ed ihe 
decision. 
Okher stales follow U l e  same rille. The Oregon court has found that: 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BNEF 3 
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Clioiics A. Bmwn. Dq. 
P.O. 80x 12?51314 Miin St. 
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AssunlinCl~it Cht; fence was constiuctcd in 1935 and that it coiiti~lucd 
to stand until 1945, there would be no doubt that plc&tiffs' use up to 
the fence during that period would have been sufficient to lnalce out 
a case of adverse possession. Once having acquired title against the 
Montgomerys by such possession, it wodd not be necessary for 
plaintiff's TO keep up tJle fence thereafter, and it would be immaterial 
whether or not the defendants, at the time of purchasing their land or 
thereder, saw a fence along line claimed by plaintiffs. 
Norgard v. Busher, 349 P.2d 490,500,220 Or. 297,307 (07. 1960). 
The courts of Washington have ruled similarly. 
It appears to be appellants' contention that RCW 4.16.020 requires 
rhal; in order to kstablish adverse possession the olaintiff must 
institute SU~? within the ten-year period immediately preceding the 
bringing of the action .....in Mugaus v. Smith, supra, this court found 
that adverse possession of the property i n  question dated back to 
1910, but that after 1928 all of fhe elements of adverse possession 
were not apparent. We affirmed the trial court in quieting title in ail 
action brought approximately twenty years after 1928. 
... VJhen real property has been held by adverse possessjo~s for ten 
years, sucl~ possession ripens iuto an original title. Title so acquired 
by the adverse possessor cannot be divested by acts other than those 
required where title was acquired by deed. Mu,..nus v. Smith: supra; 
Mclnnisv. DayLumber Co ,102 Wasll. 38,172P. 844 (1918) .... Once 
a person has title (which was acquired by him or his pretlecessor by 
adverse possession), the ten-year statule of limitations does not 
require thatthe property be continuously held in an adversemanner ... . 
El Cerriro, Inc, v. Ryndak, 376 P.2d 528, 533, 60 Wash. 2d 847 (Wash. 1963) 
There is a wealth of case law which agrees with the above. As a maser of fact, no 
case which has dea1.t with. the issue requires that the time period be immediately prior to filing suit, 
and the case law agrees that once adverse possession is established that tit.le vests; A sampling of the 
case law is as follows: Nordv Mcnroy, 296 F.2d 12 (C.A. Cal. 1961); FIarwick v Black, 217 Wis 
2d 691,580N.W.2d 354 (Wis. App. 1998); Wittv. Miller, 845 S.W.2d 665 (Mo. App. E.D. 1993); 
and Casreel v. Yeuty, 77 S.W.3d 127 (Mo. App. S.D. 2002). 
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AS the foregoing cases show, the law is thatthc statutory period need not be that immediately 
preceding the suit, but can be at any time period prior. Additionally, tlxd once adverse possession 
is established title is vested. 
-RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED og tl1i.s 2311 day of August, 2005. 
Attorney, for Plain~ffsICo~~terdefendmts 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy ofthe fi~regoing was: 
4 mailed by ~eguiar f ~ s t  class mail, - sent by facsimile 0111~ 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express. 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Officc 
P 
7 hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Scl~warn, Esq. 
Attorney at Law Schwam Law Office 
P.O. Box 80741201 No& Main Street 514 South Polk Street # G 
Moscow, ID 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 
on this 25th day of August, 2005. 
Chai1:r A. Brwv. eSo. 
P.O. 001 12251324 Main St. 
l r ~ i r l o n  I C I ~ I O  93501 
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MAGYAR LAW FlRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
.(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCHWAM LAW FlRM 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
514 South Pollc Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolcs and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELC ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
1 OBJECTION TO AND MOTION 
PlaintiffsICounterdefer~dants, 1 TO STRIKE 
v. 1 
) AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATIONS" 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) FILED BY PLAINTIFFS 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) "IN RESPONSE TO 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS" 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 




COME NOW DEFENDANTSICOUNTERPLAINTIFFS, (herein sometimes referred to as 
Green) by and through their attorneys, ROBERT M. MAGYAR and ANDREW SCHWAM, and 
Object to, and Move the Court to strike, the seventeen (17) Affidavits and eight (8) "Declarations" 
"in response to Defendants'PZeadings" served by PlaintiffsICou~terdefer~dants, (herein sometimes 
referred to as Weitz), upon DefendantslCounterplaintiffs, and apparently filed with the Court. 
Green also objects to and rnoves to strike the PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF received by 
OBJECTION TO AND MOTION TO STRIKE 
AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATIONS" and PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF - 1 961 
Green on Friday, August 26,2005. This Brief is not timely filed pursuant to Rule 7 E of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, which states that 
(E) Any brief submitted in support of a motion shall be served upon the parties and 
lodged with the court at least fourteen (14) days prior to the hearing. Any responsive 
brief shall be served upon the parties and lodged with the court at least seven (7) days 
prior to the hearing. 
AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATXONS" 
I. These Affidavits and "~eclaration$" are not timely. These Affidavits and"Declarationsn 
have not been timely filed with any of Plaintiffs' Motions, or in response to any of Defendants' 
Motions. 
Rule 7(b)(3). Time limits forfiling and serving motions and affidavits and lodging 
and serving briefs. 
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, which order may for cause shown be made on 
ex parte application, or specified elsewhere in these rules: 
(A) A wrinea motion, other than one which may be heard ex parte, and notice of the 
hearing thereon shall befled and served no later than fourteen (14) days before the 
time specified for the hearing. 
(B) When a motion is supported by affidavit(s), theaffiavit(s) shall be sewed with 
the motion, and any opposing affidavit(s) shall be served no later than seven (7) days 
before the hearing. (Emphasis Added.) 
2. These Affidavits and "Declarations" can not be filed by Plaintiffs "in response to 
Defeizdarzts' Pleadings", and are not responsive to Defendants' Pleadings. Rule 7 (a) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Proceduredefines the term "Pleadings". i'j';j 
".r.:+, . 
Rule 7(a). Pleadings allowed - Form of motions - Pleadings.. 
There shall be a complaint and an answer; and there shall be areply to a counterclaim 
denominated as such; an answer to a cross-claim, if the answer contains a cross- 
claim; a third-party coinplaint, if a person who was not an original party is 
summoned under Rule 14 and there shall be a third-party answer, if a third-party 
complaint is served. No otherpleading slzall be allowed, except that the court may 
order a reply to an answer or a third-party answer. (Emphasis Added.) 
Defendants have filed an Answer and Counterclaim, and an lnended  Counterclaim, which 
only allows Plaintiffs to file a Reply in response thereto. Plaintiffs have filed their "Reply". These 
documents can not be permitted "in reply to Defendants' Pleadirzgs." 
OBJECTION TO AND MOTION TO STRIKE 
AFFlDAVTTS AND "DECLARATIONS' a116 PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BFSEF - 2 
Clearly Weitz is attempting to offer proof via these Affidavits and "Declarations," which 
proof must instead be offered by testimony at trial. The submission of these documents at this time, 
and in this manner, is clearly inappropriate, and contrary to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Offering this evidence in this manner does not allow Defendants to cross examine the witnesses. 
Opposing counsel has titled these documents as Affidavits and "Declarations" "In Response 
to Defendants'Pleadings" because he knows they are not timely filed and are not appropriateunder 
the Rules, and can not be associated with any properly filed Motion by either party. Plaintiffhas no 
right to file these Affidavits and "Declarations" as filed. 
3. The Plaintiffs have offered eight (8) "Declarations" as evidence. These "Declarations" 
amount to inadmissible hearsay, and are not admissible for a ~ y  purpose. These "Declarations" are 
not under oath, are not "affidavits" and are therefore not admissible as affidavits. Idaho Code 
Section 51-102 defines "affidavit," and these "Declarations" do not meet the definition or legal 
requirements of an "affidavit". 
51-102. DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter: 
(1) The masculine gender includes the feminine. 
(2) "Notarial act" means any official act perfonned by a notary public under 
provisions of section 51-107, Idaho Code. 
(3) "Resident" ineans a natural person who has fixed his habitation in the state of 
Idaho and who, whenever absent, intends to return to that place of habitation in 
Idaho. 
(4) "Serious crime" includes any felony and any lesser crime, anecessary element of 
which, as determined by the statutory or common law definition of such crime, 
involves interference with the administration of justice, false swearing, 
misrepresentation, fraud, the unauthorizedpractice of law, deceit, bribery, extortion, 
misappropriation, theft, or an attempt, a conspiracy or the solicitation of another to 
commit a serious crime. 
(5) "Affidavitff means a declaration in writing, under oath, and sworn to or 
affirmed by the declarant before aperson authorized to administer oaths. 
(6)  "Yerz~cation" means an affidavit of the truth of the facts stated in the 
irzstrument to which it relates. (Emphasis Added.) 
4. Two (2) persons who siyied "Declarations" for Plaintiffs are not included in Plaintiffs' 
Lay or Expert Witness Lists: John Goetz and Jeremiah Carlson. Three (3) persons who signed 
OBJECTION TO AND MOTION TO STRlKE 
AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATIONS" and PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BIUBF - 3 963 
Affidavits for Plaintiffs are not included in Plaintiffs' Lay or Expert Witness Lists: Nikki Goetz, 
Jefferson Jaines Schoepflin and Steve A. Fiscus. These "Declarations" and Affidavits shouldnot be 
permitted as the proposed witnesses are not on any of Plaintiffs' witness lists. 
5. These seventeen (17) affidavits and eight (8) "Declaratiolls" have 110 place in the Court 
file. 
This Motion is supported by the record. Leave of Court is requested to permit 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs to introduce evidence and argue at the Hearing of this Motion. 
Dated this 26" day of August, 2005. 
. w 
Attorney for Defendants/Counterplaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 26th day of August, 2005, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing OBJECTION TO AND MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATIONS" 
and PLAINTFFS' REPLY BRTEF to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attoilley at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewistoii, JD 83501 
/zWA4* 
Robert M. Magyar 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
@ Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
OBJECTION TO AND MOTION TO STRIKE 
AFFIDAVITS AND "DECLARATIONS" and PLAINTIFFS' REPLY BRIEF - 4 
r:: ( - . ~ .  
s .. 
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
CI.E[{i< OF Dl.s#Ci COURT 
L!.J,L,B COtJIdT'Y 
&...DEPUTY EIV .- .-. . .. .. .. 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolcs and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND SUDICW; DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIJE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
1 MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
PlaintiffslCounterdefendants, 1 FOR HEARING 
v. - ) 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. GREEN, ) I.R.C.P. 6(d) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOIC ) 
and Y i Y  E. SILVERNALE SHOOIC, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERWE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
1 
DefendantslCounterplaintiffs. 
COME NOW DEFENDANTSICOUNTERPLAWTFFS, by and through their attorneys of 
record, and Move the Court to shorten the time for hearing on their Motion To Shorten Time, and 
their Objection to and Motion to Strike Affidavits and Declarations and Plaintiffs' Reply Brief, and 
to allow hearing of said Motions on Monday, the 29" day of August, 2005, at the hour of 2:00 p.m., 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME - 1 
in the above Court. 
This Motion is supported by the record. Leave of Court is requested to permit 
Defe~~dantslCounterplaintiffs to introduce evidence and argue at the Hearing of this Motion. 
DATED this 26th day of August, 2005. 
Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney for Defend~~ts/Counterplai~ltiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 26" day of August, 2005, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME to be served on the following in the manner indicated 
below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston. ID 83501 
& fi/tZc-pp-- 
Robert M. Magyar 6' 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
@ Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
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MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I 667 f. f- 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 lei I Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCKWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwarn #I573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for De-fendantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shooks and castles. 
IN' THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JVDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE? 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN' AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband arrd wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN A. RDPLEY 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, 1 
v. 
IN RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOIC ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
) 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs. 1 
STATE OF lDAHO 1 
ss: 
Count.y of Latah 1 
SUSAN A. RIPLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I reside at 822 S Jefferson, Moscow, Idaho, 83843, and have done so since 1983. 
2. I am the appraisal supervisor for Latah County, Idaho, and a deputy Assessor, and 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN A. FGPLEY - 1 9 6 :;7 
have beell a deputy assessor for at least 17 years. 
3. The information contained in this affidavit is based upon my own knowledge 
4. I am a keeper of the parcel, assessment and tax records for Latah County, Idaho, and I 
am familiar with the NE ?4 and the SE !4 of Section 8, T40N, R5WB.M.. 
5. I have reviewed some assessment and tax records for the NE !4 and the SE ?4 of 
Section 8, T40N, RSWBM., from 1940 to the present. 
6 .  The NE % and the SE ?4 of Section 8, T40N, R5WB.M. have been assessed for tax 
purposes, and taxed, based upon the property deeds. Each of these ?4 sections has been assessed and 
taxed to the % section line. 
7. Neither of these !4 sections have been assessed or taxed to any fence line that is south 
of the % section line dividing these two !4 sections. 
8. Attached hereto is a copy of a 1940 photo upon which our office keeps records. In 
this photo there is a green line south of the % section line dividing these two !4 sections (in the SE 
I / ) .  This line sections off approximately 12.8 acres of the north portion of the SE %, and indicates 
that this 12.8 acre section was assessed and taxed to the owner of the SE % as timber land. 
9. Attached hereto is a copy of a 1965 photo upon which our office keeps records. This 
photo shows that the NE % and the SE !4 of Section 8, T40N, R5WB.M. have each been assessed 
and taxed to the section line dividing these two !4 sections. 
10. If our office is assessing and taxing to a % section line, we would not change the line 
that we are assessing and taxing to unless we have a deed showing a change in ownership. Without 
such a deed, we would continue to assess and tax to the !4 section line. 
11. I have checked various deeds and assessment and tax records, and can state based 
upon our records that from 1940 to 2003, our office has assessed and taxed the NE % and the SE !4 
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of Section 8, T40N, R5WB.M. to the section line dividing these % sections. 
DATED this 29" day of August, 2005. 
,WORN TO before me this 2gth day of August, 2005. 
M f l k  
Notary Public in and #r h e  State of 
residing in Moscow, Idaho. 
My Commission Expires: 05-05-09 
J 
'Idaho, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2gth day of August, 2005, I caused atrue and correct copy of the 
foregoing AFFIDAVIT to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
L 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
@) Hand Delivery 
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